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From the Editor-in-Chief’s Desk - Editorial
The IEEE VLSI Circuits and Systems Letter (VCAL) is affiliated with the Technical Committee on VLSI (TCVLSI)
under the IEEE Computer Society. It aims to report recent advances in VLSI technology, education and opportunities
and, consequently, grow the research and education activities in the area. The letter, published quarterly (from 2018),
covers the design methodologies for advanced VLSI circuit and systems, including digital circuits and systems, hardware
security, design for protection, analog and radio-frequency circuits, as well as mixed-signal circuits and systems. The
emphasis of TCVLSI falls on integrating the design, secured computer-aided design, fabrication, application, and business
aspects of VLSI while encompassing both hardware and software.
TCVLSI sponsors a number of premium conferences and workshops, including, but not limited to, ASAP, ASYNC,
ISVLSI, IWLS, SLIP, and ARITH. Emerging research topics and state-of-the-art advances on VLSI circuits and systems
are reported at these events on a regular basis. Best paper awards are selected at these conferences to promote the high
quality research work each year. In addition to these research activities, TCVLSI also supports a variety of educational
activities related to TCVLSI. Several student travel grants are sponsored by TCVLSI in the following meetings: ASAP
2018, ISVLSI 2018, IWLS 2018, iSES 2018 (formerly iNIS 2017) and SLIP 2018. Funds are provided to compensate
student travels to these meetings as well as attract more student participation. The organizing committees of these
meetings undertake the task of selecting right candidates for these awards.
The current issue of VCAL showcases the state-of the-art developments covering several important areas: 2D Fourier
transform for FPGAs, Decoder architecture for LDPC codes, coordinate rotation digital computer, operational amplifier
with FGMOS Transistor etc. Professional articles are solicited from technical experts to provide an in-depth review of
these areas. The articles can be found in the section of “Features Articles”. In the section of “Updates”, upcoming
conferences/workshops, call for papers and proposals, funding opportunities, job openings, conference report and Ph.D.
fellowships are summarized.
We would like to express our great appreciation to all editorial board members (Yiyu Shi, Himanshu Thapliyal, Michael
Hübner, Theocharis Theocharides, Jun Tao Shiyan Hu, Hideharu Amano, Mike Borowczak, Helen Li, Saket Srivastava,
Yasuhiro Takahashi, Sergio Saponara, James Stine and Qi Zhu) for their dedicated effort and strong support in organizing
this letter. The complete editorial board information is available at: https://www.computer.org/web/tcvlsi/editorial-board.
We are thankful to our web chair Mike Borowczak, for his professional service to make the letter publicly available on the
Internet. We wish to thank all authors who have contributed their professional articles to this issue. We hope that you will
have an enjoyable moment when reading the letter! The call for contributions for the next issue is available at the end of
this issue and we encourage you to submit articles, news, etc. to an associate editor covering that scope.

Saraju Mohanty
Chair TCVLSI and Editor-inChief, University of North
Texas
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Anirban Sengupta
Editor-in-Chief and Executive Committee
of TCVLSI
Indian Institute of Technology (I.I.T)
Indore
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An Area Efficient 2D Fourier Transform Architecture for FPGA
Implementation
Atin Mukherjee1 and Debesh Choudhury2
1
Department of Electronics and Communication Engineering, Dr. B.C Roy Polytechnic, Durgapur 713206, India
2
Infosensys Consulting, Dakshinayan, PO – Sodepur, Kolkata 700110, West Bengal, India
Abstract – Two-dimensional Fourier transform plays a significant role in a variety of image processing problems, such as
medical image processing, digital holography, correlation pattern recognition, hybrid digital optical processing, optical
computing etc. 2D spatial Fourier transformation involves large number of image samples and hence it requires huge
hardware resources of field programmable gate arrays (FPGA). In this paper, we present an area efficient architecture of
2D FFT processor that reuses the butterfly units multiple times. This is achieved by using a control unit that sends back
the previous computed data of N/2 butterfly units to itself for (log 2 𝑁 − 1) times. A RAM controller is used to
synchronize the flow of data samples between the functional blocks.The 2D FFT processor is simulated by VHDL and the
results are verified on a Virtex-6 FPGA. The proposed method outperforms the conventional 𝑁 × 𝑁 point 2D FFT in
terms of area which is reduced by a factor of log𝑁 2 with negligible increase in computation time.

Introduction
Fourier Transform is one of the most widely used operations in Digital Signal Processing and plays a significant role
in many signal processing applications such as image processing, diffraction, propagation, holography, fiber optics, lasers
etc. Basically spatial Fourier transform is used to get the information about phase and magnitude of any spatial signal such
as image [1]. A spatial signal contains lots of information about itself. Therefore, to calculate the sine and cosine
component of a spatial signal requires lots of hardware resources. Simultaneously, the area and power consumption are
directly proportional to number of hardware resources. Though large number of computational blocks may increase the
speed of operation but also increase the area and power dissipation of the processor [2,3]. In today’s world, large area and
high power dissipation are two major drawbacks of a system.
Fully spatial parallel FFT architecture also known as array architecture [4], based on the complete Cooley-Tukey
algorithm layout, is one of the potential high throughput designs. However, the implementation of the array architecture is
hardware intensive. It achieves high performance by using spatial parallelism, while requiring more routing resources.
However, as the problem size grows, unfolding the architecture spatially is not feasible due to serious power and area
issue brought by complex interconnections.
The column architecture [5,6,7] uses an approach that requires less area on the chip than the array architecture. It is
done by collapsing all the columns in array architecture into one column; hence a new frame cannot be processed until the
processing of the current frame is finished. Hence, this architecture is not suitable for pipelining. The area requirement is
obviously smaller, only 𝑁/𝑟 radix-r elements, than for the array architecture.
The Pipelined architectures [8,9,10] are useful for FFTs that require high data throughput. The basic principle with
pipelined architectures is to collapse the rows, instead of the stages like in column architectures. The architecture is built
up from radix butterfly elements with commutators in between. Radix-2 Multi-path Delay Commutator [11,12] was
probably the most popular approach for pipeline implementation of radix-2 FFT algorithm.
In this paper, we propose an area efficient architecture of 2D Fourier transform by reusing 𝑁/2 numbers of butterfly
𝑁
units instead of 2 log 2 𝑁 butterfly units for each 1D FFT architecture. This is achieved by a control unit (CU) which
sends back the previous computed data of 𝑁/2 butterfly units to itself for (log 2 𝑁 − 1) times [13]. A RAM Control unit is
used to synchronize the dataflow for both 1D FFT block and controls the internal data samples to prevent data loss for fast
processing. The area requirement is obviously smaller, only 𝑁/2 radix-2 elements, than the array architecture and
pipelined architectures for each 1D FFT architecture, N being the number of sample points.
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1.

Traditional 2D FFT Algorithm

The Cooley-Tukey one dimensional (1D) FFT algorithm is the most commonly used for calculating the frequency
components of one dimensional sequence 𝑥(𝑛). This algorithm uses a recursive way of solving FFT of any arbitrary size
𝑁 of input sequence. The technique divides the larger FFT into smaller FFT, which subsequently reduces the complexity
of the algorithm. If the size of the FFT is 𝑁 then this algorithm makes 𝑁 = 𝑁1 . 𝑁2 where 𝑁1 and 𝑁2 are smaller FFT’s.
𝑁
Radix-2 decimation in time (DIT) divides the size N FFT’s into two interleaved FFT’s of size . A FFT of N-point
2
discrete-time complex sequence 𝑥(𝑛), indexed by 𝑛 = 0,1, … . . (𝑁 − 1) is defined as:
𝑛𝑘
𝑌(𝑘) = ∑𝑁−1
Where 𝑊𝑁 = 𝑒 −𝑗2𝜋/𝑁
(1)
𝑛=0 𝑥(𝑛)𝑊𝑁 , 𝑘 = 0,1, … … 𝑁 − 1
From the equation (1) we can drive the Radix-2 2D Fast Fourier Transform algorithm. The 2D FFT of a space limited 2D
function 𝐹(𝑥, 𝑦) can be expressed as
𝑀−1
𝑢𝑥 𝑣𝑦
𝐹(𝑢, 𝑣) = ∑𝑁−1
(2)
𝑥=0 ∑𝑦=0 𝐹(𝑥, 𝑦)𝑊𝑁 𝑊𝑀
Where 𝐹(𝑥, 𝑦), is an input image and 𝐹(𝑢, 𝑣) is an output image. Size of input image 𝑁 × 𝑀. From the equation (2) it is
clear that we are performing 1D FFT operation for two times to generate the 2D FFT output. For a square image 𝑁 = 𝑀,
length of 1D FFT operation is same for both 1D FFT blocks. Figure 1 shows the block diagram of 2D fourier transform.

Figure 1: Block diagram of 2D Fourier Transform

2.

Proposed 2D FFT Algorithm

From the figure 1,it is clear that to perform 2D FFT operation we have to compute one dimensional FFT operation for two
times. In our proposed 2D FFT architecture, we reduced the area of these two 1D FFT block drastically. These 1D FFT
𝑁
blocks uses only 2 number of butterfly units (BU) and reused for (log 2 𝑁 − 1) times [13]. Therefore, area of each 1D FFT
blocks drastically reduced by a factor of log 𝑁 2.Therefore, the proposed architecture of 2D FFT processor requires
𝐵𝑈𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑒𝑑2𝐷𝐹𝐹𝑇 number units which is given by
𝑁

𝐵𝑈𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑒𝑑2𝐷𝐹𝐹𝑇 = 2 × = 𝑁
(3)
2
Therefore, for a traditional 2D FFT processor, the total number of butterfly units is given by
𝑁
𝐵𝑈𝑇𝑟𝑎𝑑𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑎𝑙2𝐷𝐹𝐹𝑇 = 2 ( 2 ) log 2 𝑁 = 𝑁 log 2 𝑁
(4)
The proposed architecture of 2D FFT processor reduces the number of butterfly units by a factor of 𝛼2𝐷 , which given by
𝑁
𝛼2𝐷 =
= log 2 𝑁 −1 = log 𝑁 2
(5)
𝑁𝑙𝑜𝑔2 𝑁

Table 1. shows that the number of butterfly unit (BU), multiplier and adder/subtractor for the proposed 2D FFT is less
compared to that of the traditional 2D FFT. Figure 2 shows a comparative of hardware resources between proposed 2D
FFT architecture and traditional 2D FFT architecture.
TABLE 1.
COMPARISON OF BUTTERFLY UNITS, MULTIPLIER AND ADDER/SUBTRACTORS FOR 2D FFT PROCESSOR

Butterfly Unit (BU)
Multiplier
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Traditional 2D FFT
𝑁 𝑙𝑜𝑔2 𝑁
𝑁 𝑙𝑜𝑔2 𝑁
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Adder/subtractor

2𝑁 𝑙𝑜𝑔2 𝑁

2𝑁

Figure 2: Comparison of number of (a) adder/subtractor, (b) Butterfly units and (c) multiplier required in between
traditional and proposed 2D FFT processor.

3.

Proposed Hardware Architecture of 2D FFT Processor

Figure 3 shows the proposed hardware architecture of the 2D FFT processor. In this architecture two 1D FFT blocks
[13] are working simultaneously. The first 1D FFT block takes input samples from the external world and after FFT
computation the results are stored either into the RAM1 or RAM2. Now the second 1D FFT block takes input either from
RAM1 or RAM2 and generates the final 2D FFT output samples. These RAM units are basically utilized to store the
output samples of the first 1D FFT blocks and the RAM units are of same size. The selection of the RAM units are done
by the RAM controller.
At the initial state, the RAM controller is reset to ‘sel’ (𝑠𝑒𝑙 = 0 𝑎𝑛𝑑 ̅̅̅̅
𝑠𝑒𝑙 = 1) output line. Then, the output samples
of the first 1D FFT block will be stored into the RAM1 and the second 1D FFT block takes input samples from RAM2.
But when both the RAM units reaches its maximum limit, the RAM controller simply inverts the ‘sel’ (𝑠𝑒𝑙 =
̅̅̅̅ = 0) output line. Then, the output samples of the first 1D FFT block are stored into RAM2 and the second 1D
1 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑠𝑒𝑙
FFT block takes input samples from RAM1. Again, when both the RAM units reaches its maximum limit, the RAM
̅̅̅̅ = 1) output line. In this way, the complete 2D FFT computation will be
controller again inverts the ‘sel’ (𝑠𝑒𝑙 = 0 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑠𝑒𝑙
performed continuously. The timing diagram of ‘sel’ line is shown in figure 4.
When one RAM unit is busy in write operation, at that time another RAM unit is busy in read operation and the
RAM controller plays a very vital role to synchronise the read and write operation of the RAM units. RAM controller
generates all the output signal depends on the DONE signal of 1D FFT block. DONE signal goes to HIGH state for one
clock period when output samples of 1D FFT blocks are valid. Otherwise DONE signal always maintain LOW state. The
behaviour of DONE signal is same with the Output Select Line (OSL) of 1D FFT block. The detailed architecture and
behaviours of 1D FFT blocks are explained in the next subsections.
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Figure 3: Architecture of proposed 2D FFT processor

Figure 4: Timing diagram of RAM Controller Block
A.

Architecture of 1D FFT processor
The major advantage of this 1D FFT architecture is that it is a very area efficient architecture. 1D FFT processor is
designed based on reutilization of butterfly units [13]. Area of 1D FFT processing unit is reduced by reusing the 𝑁 ⁄2
number of butterfly units for (log 2 𝑁 − 1) times, where 𝑁 is the number of input samples. Therefore, each 1D FFT
𝑁

processor requires 𝑁 ⁄2 number of butterfly units instead of ( 𝑙𝑜𝑔2 𝑁)numbers. Table 2 shows a comparative study of
2
hardware resources between traditional FFT architecture and proposed 1D FFT architecture. Figure 5 shows the complete
architecture of 1D FFT processor. This architecture consists of Butterfly units, control unit and routing network.
TABLE 2.
COMPARISON OF BUTTERFLY UNITS, MULTIPLIER AND ADDER/SUBTRACTORS FOR 1D FFT PROCESSOR

Butterfly Unit (BU)
Multiplier
Adder/subtractor

VLSI Circuits and Systems Letter

Traditional 1D FFT
𝑁
𝑙𝑜𝑔2 𝑁
2
𝑁
𝑙𝑜𝑔2 𝑁
2
𝑁 𝑙𝑜𝑔2 𝑁

Proposed 1D FFT
𝑁
2
𝑁
2
𝑁

Figure 5: Architecture of 1D FFT processor
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Butterfly units are the main computational block for the FFT operations. In figure 6a shows the mathematical model
of a butterfly unit. In figure 6a, A and B are the odd and even input samples respectively. Even samples are multiplied by
twiddle factor co-efficient (𝑊𝑁 ). The result of multiplication is subtracted from the odd sample to generate the even
output samples and added with the same odd sample to generate the odd output samples. To generate these odd and even
output samples the butterfly unit (BU) needs only one clock cycle. The complete timing diagram of the butterfly unit is
shown in the figure 6b.

Figure 6: a) Mathematical model of butterfly units. b) Timing diagram of butterfly units
Routing Network module shuffles the input samples according the stage of computation and supplies the appropriate
samples to the butterfly units. The control unit counts the number of stages and supplies the number of current stage
through Stage Bus (SB). Depending on the value of SB, the routing network module shuffles the input samples. The
register array is basically used to store the previous output samples of the butterfly units.
Here the control unit plays a vital role to synchronize all the blocks of the 1D FFT processors. Depending on the
input clock signal, it counts the number of stages and controls the input, output and feedback data path. Table 3 shows all
input and output signal descriptions of the control unit.
TABLE 3.
INPUT AND OUTPUT SIGNAL DESCRIPTION OF CONTROL UNIT

Signal name
Clock (CLK)
ISL

Signal type
Input
Output

OSL

Output

SB

Output

Description
System clock input
Input select line,1 bit output line. If ISL is in
reset condition then 1D FFT processor takes
input from the external world. Otherwise, for
set condition processor takes previous output
from the register array through internal
feedback data path.
Output select line, 1 bit output line. If OSL is
in set condition then output of butterfly unit
will go to the external world as a final FFT
output. Otherwise, for reset condition the
output of butterfly units will store into the
register array.
Stage Bus generates the number of current
stage. Control unit increment the stage by 1
for every rising edge of clock. Control unit
starts count from 0 to log 2 𝑁 − 1. Stage bus
width depends on the number of stages.

At initial stage, Input Select Line (ISL) goes to LOW state (𝐼𝑆𝐿 = ′0′) to select the data from the external world. After
completing the computation of first stage the output of the butterfly unit should forward for next stage. Therefore, the
Output Select Line (OSL) goes to LOW state (𝑂𝑆𝐿 =′ 0′ ) and the output samples of first stage are stored into the
register array. Now for the next stage the Input Select Line (ISL) goes to HIGH state (𝐼𝑆𝐿 =′ 1′ ) to select the data from
the register array. After the first stage the ISL will maintain the HIGH stage for remaining (log 2 𝑁 − 1) stages and OSL
will go to the HIGH state at the time of computation of last stage (log 2 𝑁th).Figure 6 shows the timing diagram of 8-point
1D FFT processor where 𝑋(𝑛) and 𝑌(𝐾) denotes input and output samples and 𝑓(𝐾) are the output samples of the
previous stage, which is stored into the register array. Figure 7 shows the complete timing diagram of 8-point FFT
processor and figure 8 shows the RTL diagram of 8-point 1D FFT processor. Table 4 shows FPGA resource utilized
summary of proposed 1D FFT processor.
VLSI Circuits and Systems Letter
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Figure 7: Timing diagram of 8-point FFT processor

Figure 8. RTL diagram of 8-point 1D FFT processor

TABLE 4:
DEVICE UTILIZATION SUMMARY OF PROPOSED 1D FFT PROCESSOR

Selected Device
Number of Slice Registers
Number of Slice LUTs
Number of DSP48E1s

6vsx475tff1759-2
301
748
16

5.

Implementation and Results
The proposed architecture of 2D FFT processor is coded using VHDL, emulated and synthesized using Xilinx ISE
14.2. Table 5 presents a comparative study of FPGA resource utilization summary for 8x8 2D FFT processor. The device
resource utilization summary shows that the proposed 2D FFT architecture requires very less number of resources such as
Slice, LUT, DSP blocks etc. The utilized FPGA resource count has been defined as the design area [14,15]. Number of
utilized recourses are directly proportional to the design area. Table 6 shows the comparison of timing delay between the
traditional and proposed 8x8 2D FFT processor where processing speed of proposed architecture is negligibly higher than
traditional architecture.Estimated power consumption of the proposed 2D FFT processor has been measured using Xilinx
XPower Analyzer tool and turns out as 6.910W.
TABLE 5:
DEVICE UTILIZATION SUMMARY BETWEEN PROPOSED 2D FFT PROCESSOR AND TRADITIONAL 2D FFT PROCESSOR

Device utilization summary
Proposed 2D FFT Traditional 2D FFT
6vsx475tff1759-2
6vsx475tff1759-2
Selected Device
1132
2603
Number of Slice Registers
2109
5327
Number of Slice LUTs
33
97
Number of DSP48E1s
TABLE 6:
COMPARISON OF DELAY BETWEEN TRADITIONAL AND PROPOSED 2D FFT PROCESSOR

Algorithm
Traditional 2D FFT
Proposed 2D FFT

5.

Delay(nsec)
32.129
32.487

Conclusion

In conclusion, we have presented a novel architecture of area efficient Radix-2 2D FFT processor. The proposed
architecture is area efficient over the traditional 2D FFT architecture. Reutilization of two-point butterfly units of single
stage helps reducing the hardware area significantly. The proposed 2D FFT architecture has been simulated using Xilinx
ISE 14.2 and synthesized for Xilinx Virtex-6 FPGA. The performance analysis has been carried out in terms of overall
response time and utilization of hardware resources of FPGA. The detailed analysis reveals that the proposed architecture
offers drastic hardware area reduction compared to traditional 2D FFT processors without increase in overall response
VLSI Circuits and Systems Letter
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time. Further improvements can be achieved by designing silicon layout and analyzing the post-layout performance tradeoffs.
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An Efficient Decoder Architecture for Cyclic Non-Binary LDPC Codes
Shantharam Kalipatnapu, Ryan Joseph and Indrajit Chakrabarti
Department of Electronics and Electrical Communication Engineering, Indian Institute of Technology, Kharagpur, India
Abstract – Low Density Parity Check (LDPC) Codes are capacity approaching codes which belong to the class of linear
block codes. LDPC codes display much desirable error performance under burst noise environment and are hence suitable
for satellite and digital storage systems. Non-binary LDPC codes produce even better performance albeit at the expense of
greater complexity in decoding compared to its binary version. The Iterative Soft-Reliability based (ISRB) majority logic
decoding is an iterative algorithm based on reliability that can provide a better complexity-performance trade-off. A
previous work has made use of a partially parallel shift message structure that involves considerable area for
implementation. The present work proposes a memory efficient decoder by making use of a central storage space termed
as Multi-Port RAM (MPRAM) on which the variable node and check node operations are performed for the decoding of
cyclic non-binary LDPC codes. The MPRAM is constructed using Block RAMs. The proposed decoder achieves a
memory reduction of more than 99% while compared to existing implementations. The proposed decoder also has a user
programmable feature where one can change the parity check matrix without changing the entire circuitry of the memory.

1.

Introduction

During optimization of design architecture in HLS, accurate estimation of schedule delay is highly significant. LDPC
code is a class of linear block codes capable of achieving error performance, which is a few fractions of decibels away
from the channel capacity [1] [2] [3]. Non-binary LDPC codes deﬁned over Galois Field GF(q), where q> 2, provide
better error performance while compared to their binary counterparts for moderate code length, though with a signiﬁcant
increase in the decoding complexity. Initially, the decoding was performed based on generalized sum-product algorithm
(SPA), which is used to decode binary LDPC, and was termed as q-ary sum-product algorithm (QSPA) [4]. The
computational complexity associated with the check node and the variable node operation was reduced by introduction of
Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) based QSPA (FFT-QSPA) [5] [6]. Decoders based on extended min-sum (EMS) [7] and
Min-Max algorithms [8] were able to reduce the computational complexity through further approximations on QSPA.
However, the resulting Bit Error Rate (BER) has not been acceptably low. The message storage and computationally
complex processing of check nodes contribute to large area of the decoder architectures based on Min-Max and EMS
algorithms [9] [10] [11] [12]. One-Step Majority Logic Decoding (OSMLGD) though simple suffers great loss in
performance when compared to QSPA. To reduce the performance gap between OSMLGD and QSPA, several hybrid
algorithms [13] [14] [15] [16] were also proposed.
LDPC codes achieve good performance with iterative decoding algorithms, also known as Message Passing (MP)
algorithms. The maximum number of iterations Imax, the message alphabet A and the check node and variable node
operations identify an iterative decoding algorithm. Depending on whether the alphabet A is binary or non-binary, hard
decision or soft decision is involved. The Iterative Soft-Reliability based (ISRB) and Iterative Hard-Reliability based
(IHRB) Majority Logic Decoding (MLGD) are two iterative reliability based algorithms, obtained by improving One-step
Majority Logic Decoding (OSMLGD) for Non-binary LDPC codes [17] [18]. The IHRB algorithm uses hard decision to
update the reliability after each iteration while the ISRB algorithm uses the probability associated with each symbol to
update the reliability. Hence, IHRB algorithm involves lower hardware complexity but poorer performance compared to
ISRB algorithm. With a few modiﬁcations in the initialization and extrinsic message computation, a better version of
IHRB called Enhanced-IHRB (E-IHRB) algorithm has been proposed in [19]. The decoder is implemented using partial
parallel structure in which the row wise serial processing is used for the check nodes and the reliability is accumulated by
all the variable nodes.
Zhang et al. [20] implemented shift-message structure by stacking memories and placing variable nodes intermittently
with its position depending on the parity check matrix. In spite of much better performance, ISRB decoder [20] requires
large amount of memory and hence large area. The work reported in this paper is endowed with the following salient
features:
1. We propose a user programmable decoder with variable parity check matrix i.e. one can change the parity check
matrix without changing the entire memory circuit.
2. We propose a memory efﬁcient architecture which uses a central memory structure called Multiport RAM
(MPRAM), that is built using Block RAMs (BRAMs). The decoder achieves a memory reduction of more than
99% when compared to [19], [20] and [21].
3. We introduce two essential modules of the decoder, namely Column Tracker and RAMW, and describe their
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implementation.
The remaining part of the paper is structured as follows. The ISRB algorithm is introduced in Section 2. The proposed
architecture using Multiport RAM and its sub-modules is explained in Section 3. Results and discussion associated with
the work may be found in Section 4. Finally, Section 5 provides the conclusion.

2.

ISRB –MLGD Algorithm

LDPC Code is a class of linear block codes which can be represented using its parity check matrix H and graphically
by its Tanner graph. A non-zero entry ℎ𝑖,𝑗 in H indicates that an edge connects the ith check node to the jth variable node.
Let GF(q) be the field consisting of elements 𝛼1 , 𝛼2 , … , 𝛼𝑙 . The ISRB algorithm uses soft information 𝜑𝑗,𝑙 , i.e., the
𝑘
probability from the channel, to update the reliability. Let 𝑧 (𝑘) = [𝑧0 , 𝑧1 , … , 𝑧𝑛−1
] and 𝑅𝑗
(𝑘)

(𝑘)

( )

(𝑘)

(𝑘)

(𝑘)

(𝑘)

= [𝑅𝑗,0 , 𝑅𝑗,1 , … , 𝑅𝑗,𝑛−1 ]

be the hard decision symbols of code length 𝑛 constructed over 𝐺𝐹(𝑞), and reliability of symbols at the 𝑗 𝑡ℎ location in the
𝑘 𝑡ℎ decoding iteration respectively. The reliability of each symbol represents the probability of the received symbol being
equal to each element of the field. To represent the algorithm, let us define 𝑁𝑖 = {𝑗: 0 ≤ 𝑗 < 𝑛, ℎ𝑖,𝑗 ≠ 0}, 𝑀𝑗 =
{𝑖: 0 ≤ 𝑖 < 𝑚, ℎ𝑖,𝑗 ≠ 0} for a parity check matrix H of dimension 𝑚 × 𝑛. The ISRB-MLGD algorithm [18] can be
described as shown in Figure 1.
ISRB – MLGD Algorithm
(0)

Initialization: 𝑅𝑗,𝑙 = 𝜑𝑗,𝑙 𝜆; 𝜙𝑖,𝑗 = min𝑗′ 𝜖𝑁𝑖\𝑗 max𝑙 𝜑𝑗′ ,𝑙
1. for 𝑘 = 0 𝑡𝑜 𝐼𝑚𝑎𝑥 do
−1
∑𝑠𝜖𝑁𝑖\𝑗 𝑧𝑠𝑘 ℎ𝑖,𝑗 (0 ≤ 𝑖 < 𝑚, 0 ≤ 𝑗 < 𝑛)
2.
𝜎𝑖,𝑗 = ℎ𝑖,𝑗
3.
𝜓𝑗,𝑙 = ∑𝜎𝑖,𝑗=𝛼𝑙,𝑖𝜖𝑀𝑗 𝜙𝑖,𝑗
(𝑘+1)

(𝑘)

4.

𝑅𝑗,𝑙

= 𝑅𝑗,𝑙 + 𝜓𝑗,𝑙

5.

𝑧𝑗

= 𝛼𝑎𝑟𝑔 max

(𝑘+1)

6. Stop if 𝑧 (𝑘+1) 𝐻 𝑇 = 0

(𝑘+1)
𝑙 𝑅𝑗,𝑙

Figure 1: Pseudo-code of ISRB-MLGD Algorithm.
In the pseudo-code of the ISRB-MLGD algorithm, 𝐼𝑚𝑎𝑥 represents the largest number of decoding iterations to be
performed and λ is the scaling factor obtained through simulations to achieve an optimal performance. The extrinsic
reliability measure 𝜙𝑖,𝑗 depends on the channel probabilities and requires to be calculated only once, i.e., during
initialization. Clipping method is used to limit the accumulation of the reliability values to a pre-fixed value γ[18]. Each
reliability measure in a vector is reduced by same value to make sure that the largest measure is not greater than γ. If the
reliability becomes negative, it is replaced by zero, so that the range of the reliability measures is [0, 𝛾]. The Word Error
Rate (WER) performance of the ISRB-MLGD algorithm for (255,175) Euclidean Geometry codes constructed over
𝐺𝐹(28 ) is shown in Figure 2. It depicts the error performance of three algorithms, namely Belief propagation (BP), ISRB
and IHRB as a function of Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR). The maximum number of iterations performed for the three
algorithms are indicated by the last numbers in the legends. The BP decoder provides the best error performance, which is
a few decibels away from the Shannon limit, although it is achievable at the expense of huge complexity. IHRB decoder
involves the least complexity but produces the worst error performance among the three algorithms. ISRB decoder
displays intermediate results. From the plot, it is possible to deduce that ISRB decoder provides a coding gain of 0.8dB
over IHRB decoder corresponding to a WER of 10−4.
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Figure 2: WER plot of different decoders for (255,175) cyclic Non-binary EG-LDPC codes constructed over 𝐺𝐹(28 ).

3.

Proposed Architecture for ISRB-MLGD Algorithm

A block diagram of the proposed alternative architecture for ISRB decoding, which uses Block RAMs (BRAMs) for
the construction of Multi-Port RAM (MPRAM) is shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3: MPRAM based architecture for ISRB Decoder.

A. Check Node Unit (CNU)
The CNU consists of two parts as in [20]. The block schematic of CNU A is given in Figure 4(a). It provides the
summation over GF(q) using a tree of GF adders. The set difference operation is performed by the last stage of GF adders
using the null property of GF addition. The GF adders are implemented by bit-wise XOR operations. The CNU operation
is precomputed prior to the VNU operation to reduce latency.
The CNU B computes 𝜙𝑖,𝑗 and stores it in RAM W during the initialization. The value of 𝜙𝑖,𝑗 for each row is stored
in the form of the first two minima along with the index of the first minimum through successive comparisons. The block
schematic of CNU B is shown in Figure 4(b). A number ⌈𝑛⁄𝜌⌉ of parallel units, where 𝑛 is the code length and 𝜌 is the
number of non-zero elements in a row of H, is used in order to speed up the initialization process to be completed in 𝑛
clock cycles.
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(a) CNU A
(b) CNU B
Figure 4: Block Schematic for (a) CNU A and (b) CNU B respectively.

B. Variable Node Unit (VNU)
The VNU is the most complex unit within the decoder. The block schematic is shown in Figure 5. The 𝜎𝑖,𝑗 generated
by CNU A is compared with the symbols in the memory using GF comparator.

Figure 5: Structure of the Variable Node Unit (VNU).
The output of GF comparator is fed into the selection signal generator as shown in Figure 6(a) which provides the
location of the symbol or the first zero location based on whether the 𝜎𝑖,𝑗 was present in the memory or not respectively.
The selection signal generator uses the priority encoder for the same purpose. The reliability values are first searched for
zero value, i.e. empty locations, using a zero search module. The zero search module performs NOR operation on each
reliability value. The masker is a block of AND gates which performs bit-wise AND operation. The comparator outputs
corresponding to zero reliability values are forced to be zero using the masker. The first empty location is given by a
priority encoder based on the output of the zero search module. The schematic of the priority encoder is shown in Figure
6(b). To obtain the selection signal, either the encoded output or the masked output is chosen.
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(a) Selection Signal Generator
(b) Priority Encoder
Figure 6: Block Schematic of (a) Selection Signal Generator and (b) Priority Encoder.
The output of the selection signal generator is used to choose the reliability corresponding to the symbol being
located in the memory using an AND-OR tree. The reliability updater updates the output of the AND-OR tree with 𝜙𝑖,𝑗 . If
an overflow occurs while computing the updated reliability, which is identified by the carry out, then the reliability is set
to its maximum value. The reliability router updates the memory with new reliability values. A three stage implementation
is used. The first stage takes care of the overflow that occurred while updating reliability. The offset Δ is obtained from
the reliability updater and is subtracted from all other reliability values. The value 𝛿 is chosen as the last 𝑤𝑙 bits of the
updated reliability value where 𝑤𝑙 is the number of quantization bits used to quantize the channel input. The second stage
empties the locations having reliability less than the threshold 𝑇. The last stage updates the reliability corresponding to the
𝜎𝑖,𝑗 . The Reliability Updater and the Reliability Router are shown in Figure 7(a) and Figure 7(b) respectively.

(a) Reliability Updater
(b) Reliability Router
Figure 7: Block Schematic for (a) Reliability Updater and (b) Reliability Router.
(𝑘+1)

The hard decision updater replaces 𝑧𝑗

with 𝜎𝑖,𝑗 when an overflow occurs in the reliability updater. With the start
(𝑘)

(𝑘+1)

of every iteration, 𝑉𝑁𝑈𝑐𝑡𝑟𝑙 becomes high and 𝑧𝑗 gets updated with 𝑧𝑗
as a new hard-decision symbol for the
iteration.
C. Multi Port RAM (MPRAM)
Complex systems when implemented on FPGA often require various operations like communication and sharing
among the units involved in the design. For such mechanisms, contention can be reduced using multiple port memories. A
multiple port memory can be constructed using the basic logic elements of an FPGA. However, this solution is very
inefficient [24]; for, the circuit consumes quite large area as the design scales higher. This in turn limits the maximum
operating frequency. Block RAMs that come readily with FPGAs, though they are much denser than registers, support
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high frequencies. However, block RAMs contain only two read and write ports, copies of which are used to design multiport memories.
The MPRAM is constructed with 𝜌 read and 𝜌 write ports. Three conventional methods of constructing the MPRAM
exist, which operate by replication, banking and multi-pumping [22]. Replication supports only one write port. Banking
does not support sharing across ports. Multi-pumping shown in Figure 8, clocks the read port at multiples of the external
frequency of the memory providing an illusion of multiple ports, without involving any additional hardware. It uses
multiplexers and registers for holding data and address temporarily. However, multi-pumping poses a limitation on the
maximum external frequency of the memory with an increase in the number of ports. Two recent approaches in
constructing MPRAM are Live-Value Table (LVT) approach [23] and XOR-based approach [22]. As the memory
deepens, the LVT approach requires a significant number of logic elements. The XOR based approach is more suitable for
MPRAM as it does not involve the multiplexers, while it overcomes the limitations of the LVT approach.
Replication and banking are used internally in the XOR-based approach. The property 𝐴⨁𝐵⨁𝐵 = 𝐴 is exploited for
retrieving the most recent information from a memory location by XOR operation. An example design for 2W/2R
memory with two read ports and two write ports is shown in Figure 9. Three BRAM banks in which the same value is
held are associated with each write port. To store A in the upper location of the write port W 0 as in Figure 8, the old value
from the same location of the bank of write port W1 is XORed with A and then stored in the upper location of the write
port W0. Similarly, to store B in the lower location of the write port W1, the old value from the same location of the bank
of write port W0 is XORed with B and then stored in the lower location of the write port W 1. BRAM outputs are XORed
to implement the circuitry of read port. To read the upper location through port R0, the data stored in the upper location of
upper and lower BRAMs are XORed to isolate the most recently stored value to the memory and returns (𝐴 ⊕ 𝑂𝐿𝐷1 ) ⊕
𝑂𝐿𝐷1 = 𝐴.

Figure 8: Realizing multi ports using multi-pumping.

Figure 9: Design 2W/2R MPRAM using XOR based approach.
The extra set of 𝜌 read ports required for the check node operation is generated using multi-pumping. In multipumping, the read port is clocked at multiples of the external frequency providing an illusion of multiple ports without
additional hardware. The design requires the use of multiplexers and registers for holding data and address temporarily.
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The read and write addresses for each port are provided by counters whose initial values are provided by a ROM. By
making the ROM accessible to the user, it is possible to program the parity check matrix by the user. This programmable
option provides an option to switch the parity check matrix in the field without a need of restructuring the entire hardware.
D. Proposed Column Tracker
The hardware implementation uses a partial parallel architecture. We need to keep track of the column. This is
essential as each column differs not only by a cyclic shift, but also the weights are different as the parity check matrix H is
non-Binary. The Column tracker will act as an input to the LUT in order to provide the correct weight to the GF
multiplier. The column tracker is a loadable counter with initial values dependent on the non-zero locations in H. The
column tracker is also used to generate the Index In based on the calculations by CNU B and will also be used by the
reliability updater in order to identify whether the current column under processing is same as the Index I n provided by
CNU B. Moreover, the circuit is modified to skip zero as an index can never be zero. The Column Tracker is shown in
Figure 10.

Figure 10: Block Schematic of Column Tracker.

E. Proposed RAM W
The RAM W is a temporary flop based shift register designed to serve as a temporary storage location for the
weighted extrinsic vector data 𝜙𝑖,𝑗 . The CNU B calculates 𝑚𝑖𝑛1 , 𝑚𝑖𝑛2 and index 𝐼𝑛 and is transferred to RAM W for the
next calculation. The CNU B possesses a parallel structure with ⌈𝑛⁄𝜌⌉ parallel blocks and hence the same number of lines
will be emanating from the CNU B. These lines are fed into the RAM W and are shifted within the RAM W in order to
deliver the data in proper sequence. Figure 11 shows a block diagram representation of RAM W, which has only ⌈𝑛⁄𝜌⌉
sets of registers and is not intended to store the data for further use. Thus the CNU B has to calculate the data for every
iteration. An alternative to the same is to use 𝑛 sets of register blocks connected in a cyclic shift structure where 𝑛 is the
code length. The CNU B has to calculate the data for the first iteration, and it will be in circulation within the RAM W;
hence, the CNU B block can be shut off. The use of either of the configurations depends on the hardware size as well as
the power dissipated. The first configuration provides minimal hardware, whereas the second configuration provides
minimal power by reducing the clock frequency of CNU B. The proposed design uses the first configuration.
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Figure 11: Block Schematic of RAM W.

4.

Result and Analysis

An example (255,175) Euclidean Geometry (EG) Non-binary LDPC code constructed over GF(28) with 𝜌 = 𝛾 = 16
is used to compare the proposed ISRB architecture with those corresponding to ISRB [20], IHRB [21] and E-IHRB [19].
The complexities are listed in Table I. The architecture of [20] and the proposed architecture are synthesized targeting the
device XC6VLX75T of the Virtex 6 family. Parameter values of 𝑤𝑙 = 5 bits, 𝑛𝑚 = 16, 𝑐 = 3 and 𝑇 = 32 were
adopted while designing the ISRB decoder. Each reliability measure is represented by 9 bits. Each decoding iteration
involves n + 1 clock cycles and each decoding operation consists of 25 iterations. The proposed MPRAM based decoder
architecture is almost comparable to [20] in terms of complexity.
TABLE 1
COMPLEXITY COMPARISON OF NB-LDPC DECODERS FOR CYCLIC (255,178) CODE OVER GF(28) (25 ITERATIONS)

RAM
ROM
# of XOR Gates
Registers
BRAMs
# of clock cycles

ISRB [20]
wl = 5

E-IHRB [19]
wl = 4

IHRB [21]
wl = 3

Proposed
wl = 5

76.2k
0.25k
50.89k
5.393k
6400

56.1k
0.25k
72.2k
13.007k
6775

48.9k
0.25k
23.54k
4336k
6775

0.38k
0.52k
49.12k
5.056k
139.5k
6400

The ISRB Decoder [20] requires a longer word length which requires huge memory. It uses a shift message structure
which is implemented by stacking the memories together. The proposed architecture uses Block RAMs (BRAMs) for the
construction of a Multi-Port RAM (MPRAM) which is used as the central storage for the data instead of stacked
memories. Multiport RAM maintains the data in a centralized manner and hence the data access is made random. This
provides the flexibility of changing the parity check matrix without changing the configuration of the circuit, i.e. a user
programmable decoder with a variable parity check matrix. This is achieved by varying the default values of the
addresses. The offset between the addresses of the read ports for VNU and CNU is one memory location. The designs in
[20], [21] and [19] require 76.2k, 48.9k and 56.1k bits of memory (RAM) respectively. The proposed decoder requires
0.38k bits of memory. Thus, the proposed decoder achieves a memory reduction of 99.5%, 99.2% and 99.3% respectively.
However, the advantage is obtained at the expense of large sized BRAM which is almost twice the requirement of RAMs
in shift message structure. The register count is less by more than half when compared to E-IHRB [19]. The huge memory
requirement of the ISRB Decoder is compensated by shifting it to BRAMs. RAMs usually contribute to area. The high
density of BRAMs helps in reduction of area and the easy availability of the same makes the architecture feasible for
FPGA based ISRB decoding.

5.

Conclusion

This paper has introduced a memory efficient architecture for ISRB decoder, which has been implemented using
Multi-Port RAM (MPRAM) structure amenable for FPGA implementation. The proposed work provides a user
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programmable decoder with variable parity check matrix. It reduces the memory requirement and hence area by more than
99% while compared to existing implementations.
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Generic Processing Element Micro-Architecture
Coordinate Rotation Digital Computer
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based
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Abstract – The COordinate Rotation DIgital Computer (CORDIC) algorithm is a well-known versatile approach and is
widely applied in today’s SoCs for especially but not restricted to digital communications. Dedicated CORDIC blocks can
be implemented in deep sub-micron CMOS technologies at very low area and energy costs and are attractive to be used as
hardware accelerators for Application Specific Instruction Processors (ASIPs). A very attractive application of this is to
use dedicated CORDIC macros as accelerators for certain arithmetic functions to Application Specific Instruction
Processors (ASIPs). If the CORDIC macro is properly optimized for very low area and energy costs, the overhead
becomes very small and by that a remedy to the well-known “flexibility vs. energy” conflict can be achieved. This work
presents a generic PE micro-architecture template based on a CORDIC core and its detailed description down to circuit
level for Integer CORDIC macro, floating CORDIC macro and Multiplexed CORDIC macro. This allows for matching a
very wide range of specifications for high-throughput applications.

1.

Introduction to the CORDIC Algorithm
The “COordinate Rotation Digital Computer” (CORDIC) was proposed in 1959 by Volder [1] and is based
on the digit-by-digit computing principle due to Briggs in 1624 [2], [3] as referred in [4]. In 1971 the CORDIC
algorithm was generalized and unified by Walther [5] allowing for the computation of a large variety of
functions.
Today the CORDIC algorithm is used in many applications to compute trigonometrical functions, especially
in digital signal processing, robotics, and computer graphics to name just a few. Over the years, many
modifications to it and architectures for its implementation have been proposed. Brief introductions on
CORDIC are given in [6], [7], overviews on CORDIC history are given in [8], [9], and CORDIC architectures
are described in [10], [11], [12], [13], [14].
The circular CORDIC algorithm (and only this is of interest in the following) after Volder calculates the
counter-clockwise (i.e. in the mathematical positive sense) planar coordinate rotation of the e1  e2  plane by
an angle z0
x   cos z0 sin z0  x0 


y    sin z0 cos z0  y0 

or simply

V   C z0  V0  .



(1)

(2)

Obviously, that is equivalent to a clockwise rotation of the vector V0  in the constant e1  e2  plane.The basic
idea to perform this in an iterative way is to approximate the rotation angle z0 by a linear combination of a set
of predefined step-(or elementary) angles  
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M 1

z0       
 0

;

(3)

   1, 1 .

Choosing the step angles   as the invers tangent of powers of two
   tan 1 2 s     0 , 1,K ,  M 1 ; s     ¢ ,  0





(4)

and with the trigonometric identities

cos z0 

1
1  tan 2 z0

and sin z0 

tan z0
(5)

1  tan 2 z0

yields



x  x% M 1 
1
   

y  y%   0 
2 s 
144
 22 4 43
1

k




 s    


1
  2


 s  
1
    2

   x0 
  y0 
.
 



(6)

1 4 44 2 4 4 43
KM

Thereby, x , y denote the result under ideal precision and x%, y% the approximate result being achieved after a
finite number of M iterations.
It can be easily shown, that one convergence condition is that the step angles decrease monotonically with
increasing  . In the following only (so-called Volder’s-) step-angle sequences with s      are considered,
which obviously fulfill this condition.
With the abbreviations

k 

1
1  22

M 1

(7)

and K M   k
 0

and applying commutative law, (6) can be separated into

%
1
x*  M 1  
   
%
y*    0    i  2 

 i  2    x0 
1

(8)

  
  y0 

and

x  x%
x% 


K

M 
y  y%
y% 

(9)

thereby, x% , y% denote the finite-precision result before multiplicative correction by K M .
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The factor
M 1

KM  

1

  0 1  22 

(10)

is constant (for a chosen step-angle sequence) and especially independent from the   .
For large iteration counts M , the factor K M asymptotically approaches

 M 1
1
K   lim  
M     0 1  22


(11)


  0.60725 .


That is, the rotation can be performed in two steps: First, the recurrence equation
%
x* 1  
x* 
1
 i  2   %

   ; 0    M 1


*

%
1  %
y 1    i  2
y* 

(12)

with


%
x%
0  x0 and y
0  y0

x%  xM and y%
 yM

(13)

is applied to rotate V0  by z0 . Thereby the length of the vector growth by the so-called CORDIC-gain factor
1 , what has to be compensated for in the second so-called CORDIC gain compensation (or scaling) step
KM
according to (6).
During the iterations, the coefficients (the so-called direction digits)   in the approximate linear
combination for z0 can be determined on the fly. In principle there are two modes of CORDIC operation:
- In the so-called rotate (or forward, or “driving  z  to zero”) mode x0 , y0 and z0   are given and the
goal is to approximately rotate the vector
Introducing a remaining rotation angle
z%
 1  z%
    

x0 
by z0   .
y0 
z%
0  z0

;

(14)

and choosing

1 ; z%  0
  
1 ; z%  0

(15)

iteratively drives z%
 towards zero.
An exemplary application of this mode is the conversion of a polar-coordinate representation of a vector
into a Cartesian one.
- In the so-called vectoring (or backward, or “driving  y  to zero”) mode only x0 , y0 are given and the
goal is to rotate the vector
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 1 ; y  0
  
.
1 ; y  0

(16)

Starting from z%
0  0 , the required (negative) rotation angle is accumulated by
z%
 1  z%
    

(17)

again. An exemplary application of this mode is the conversion of a Cartesian-coordinate representation of a
vector into a polar one. Obviously, in this mode the invers tangent of the quotient

y
 z%M    tan 1 0 .
x0

y0
is calculated
x0
(18)

In conclusion, only additions, subtractions, and shift operations as well as a table of the pre-calculated  
are required to perform CORDIC rotations.
Applying Volder’s step angle sequence with s      , in both modes the maximum rotation angle is limited
by

M

M
zmax  lim       lim   tan 1 2 
M     0
 M     0

 





(19)

i.e. approximately 100o    100o and for larger   angles a proper pre- and post-processing has to be
applied.
For the CORDIC core there are quite a number of choices on micro-architecture and circuit level in order to
increase the throughput, area- and energy-efficiency as partial or even fully unrolling (unrolling parameter m ,
denoting the number of unrolled iteration stages with 1  m  M and M being the total CORDIC iteration
count). The unrolling parameter m is equal to the number of iterations being implemented in parallel. In the
case of a fully iterative implementation, the whole CORDIC block contains only m  1 iteration stage and in the
fully unrolled case, m  M iteration stages are implemented in parallel. The degree of pipelining (pipelining
parameter p ) depicts the number of iterations per pipeline stage.
Figure 1 shows the generic CORDIC block diagram for an unrolling parameter of m  2 and p  1 . The step
angles   , required in the z  path are stored in a ROM and the access to it is controlled by a pointer, which is
synchronized to the counter for the current iteration state  . The latter one is used to control the shifters in the
x  and y  paths. For a complete CORDIC operation with M iterations in total, the whole block is used
iteratively for M / m times. For that purpose the adder outputs at the bottom are fed back to the input
multiplexers on top.

Here and in the following, instead of the direction digit   the direction bit d i derived from the sign-bit in
two’s-complement arithmetic is used.
As the feedback interconnects potentially get long, an extra pipeline stage is assumed for the buffers driving
its RC  delay as well as the multiplexers inputs. Proper synchronization of input and output data with the
pipeline is ensured by the synchronization stages (“Sync”) at the top and the bottom. The final multiplication by
constant K M which can be implemented by simple hardwired shift-and-add operations is not shown in Figure
1 (two’s complement correction by one LSB is not shown for simplicity).
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For an efficient implementation the unrolling parameter m has to be an integer multiple of the pipelining
parameter p . As soon as p becomes equal to m there is no pipelining at all. In order to increase the throughput
(and efficiency) the iterations can be completely unrolled by implementing M stages in parallel as shown in
Figure 2 for a pipelining parameter of p  1 (i.e. fully pipelined). In this case  m  M  , neither shifters nor a
step-angle ROM are required as the shift operations and the step angle values can be realized by dedicated
interconnect.
Figure 2 visualizes how area can be traded for throughput by unrolling the iterations for different adder types
(see below) as well of different degrees of pipelining. The curves are close to ideal scaling hyperbola. When the
degree of unrolling is increased, the area is also increased but the throughput gets higher. The research results
presented in [15], [16], [17], [21], [22], [23], [24], [25], [26] show that over-unrolling leads to severe losses in
energy-efficiency due to leakage power and the fully-unrolled case is not always the most efficient one.
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Figure 1: Schematic block diagram for a generic two’s complement CORDIC; partially unrolled  m  2  and fully
pipelined  p  1
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Figure 2: Increase throughput by unrolling and pipelining
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2.

Integer CORDIC Macro
Each QRD LA consists of  n / 2 PEs built up from multiplexed real- or complex-valued CORDIC macros.
The special constraints and conditions for these CORDIC macros applied in a “vectoring-followed-by-rotate”
mode are as follows:
-There is no need for a z  part nor a step-angle ROM, even in case that  m  M  as the angle derived in the
vectoring master-stage can be broadcasted to the slave-rotate stages by the direction digits. Their recoding into
angles is not necessary and would only increase the quantization errors. Figure 4 show the schematic of the
simplified CORDIC required here.
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-No quadrant pre- and post-processing is required. The absolute value of the rotation angle derived in the
vectoring master-stage can be limited to  / 2 . The goal is to rotate the y  component to zero, no matter what
the vector is rotated into the positive or negative x  axis. There are several possibilities to implement this:
2.1 Rotate into the negative x-axis
It is sufficient to reverse the rotation direction in vectoring mode in case the x  component is negative as
shown in Figure 5. This approach has been proposed before already by Gentleman and was re-invented here. It
can be implemented in two ways by choosing

 

   sign  x0   sign y

 

or
(20)

 1 ;   0
sign





with
 1 ;   0

 

   sign x  sign y

(actually the according direction bit d i is chosen).
The overhead is one additional XOR operation per iteration as shown in Figure 6.
xin
init

yin

MUX

MUX

Register

Register

sign

i

Shifter

Shifter

Delay

ctrl
di
broadcast

Register

Register

sign

i 1

Shifter

Shifter

Delay

ctrl
di  1
broadcast

xout

yout

Figure 4: Schematic block diagram for a two’s complement CORDIC; partially unrolled and fully pipelined;
simplified case used in this work
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Figure 5: Flipping the rotation direction in vectoring mode in case x becomes negative
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Figure 6: Block diagram of the two possible implementations of the flipping shown in Figure 5

2.2 Pre- and Post-processing for normalization
In general in CORDIC vectoring mode it is indispensable to normalize the input vector so that

min  x0 , y0   0.5 (as is automatically ensured in floating-point representation). For integer representation that

would require a proper pre- and post-processing as depicted in Figure 7.
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1 MUX 0



 COMP 

b)



a)

Figure 7: a) Schematic for normalization technique b) details of the MIN block

2.3 Leading Sign-Bit Counter
In the floating-point CORDIC normalization is required. For the purpose of high modularity and
parameterizability, the Leading Zero Counter (LZC) shown in Figure 8 is used. Actually, as the mantissa is
represented in two’s-complement arithmetic, a “leading sign-bit counter” is required.
In a first step all mantissa bits are compared with the sign bit and an OR-gate chain, accelerated by a bypass
structure, is used to derive the thermometer code. Finally, in a multiplexer tree the thermometer code is
converted into a binary word representing the first bit position being different from the sign bit. Figure 9 and
Figure 10 depict some details on the binary-to-thermometer recoder and the floor plan, respectively.
An alternative would be to count the ones in the thermometer code representation in an adder tree or a
combination in a hybrid structure [27]. In favor of higher modularity the multiplexer-based approach was
applied here.
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Figure 8: Schematic of a modular leading zero-bit (actually sign-bit) counter CORDIC for floating-point data format
processing
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Figure 10: Floorplan details for the binary-to-thermometer recoder

The following, the main building blocks used in this work for the CORDIC macro are discussed. Details on
circuit level are also presented.
2.4 Adders
The CORDIC algorithm can be implemented in conventional non-redundant (e.g. two’s complement) as well as
in redundant (e.g. carry-save) number representation promising higher throughput and shorter latencies [7],
[15], [16]. In the design-space exploration three types of adders were considered:
2.4.1

Carry-Ripple Adder (CRA)
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Figure 11 and Figure 12 shows the schematics of the carry-ripple adders with and without buffer respectively.
The research results presented in [15], [16], [17], [21], [22], [23], [24], [25], [26] show that CRA-based
CORDIC are generally quite area- and energy-efficient depending on the actual application.
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Figure 11: Basic leafcells of carry ripple adder with buffer
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Figure 12: Basic leafcells of carry ripple adder without buffer

2.4.2

Carry-Select Adder (CSCA)

Figure 13 and Figure 14 show the schematics of the carry-select adders for odd and even wordlengths,
respectively.
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Figure 13: Basic leafcells of carry-select adder with odd wordlength
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Figure 14: Basic leafcells of carry-select adder with even wordlength

2.4.3

Carry-Save Adder (CSA)

In case of heading for ultimate throughput and / or latency the use of redundant carry-save number
representation may be an option. Per iteration stage two full adders or preferably one four-two compressor are
required in each weight. The sign of the y -component has to be estimated (by a CRA-based SBE) from the
three MSBs of y . To compensate for potential estimation errors every second iteration stage is repeated
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(double angle rotation [18]). At the very end, vector merging adders are required to convert the CORDIC output
signals into conventional number representation. Figure 15 shows the according CORDIC block diagram.
The research results in [15], [16], [17], [21], [22], [23], [24], [25], [26] show that CSA-based CORDIC
implementations are more area efficient for extreme throughput rate and / or wordlength requirements at the
cost of higher energy. Also, CSA may help in reducing latency.
xin
yin
n xy
n xy
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Counter
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Shifter
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SBE

p 1

xout

Pipeline Registers

yout

Figure 15: Increase throughput by carry-save arithmetic

2.5 Shifters
For the shifters logarithmic shifter structures are attractive as they feature a higher efficiency especially
when only one-way shifting is needed and it do not need any decoders. Choosing m to be a power of two,
shifter costs can be kept small by skipping one or even more shifter stages. By that, shifters get less and less
expensive with increasing m and in the fully unrolled case  m  M  no shifter is required at all. But it is
worth to note that it is actually not necessary to choose m to be a power of two, it is just that the shifters
become significantly less complex and therefore cheaper.
Figure 16 shows the block diagram of the right-shifter being used in the CORDIC iteration stages. Figure 17
shows the block diagram of the left-shifter being used in the normalization stages as well as for floating-point
number representation.
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Figure 17: Logarithmic left shifter for 8-bit wordlength

2.6 CORDIC Gain Compensation Multiplier
For CORDIC gain compensation (CGC) multipliers as schematically depicted in Figure 18 are used at the
1 (being fixed for fixed
CORDIC outputs. The factor K M
M ) is CSD-recoded. A pipelined CSA-tree with a
CSCA-based vector-merging adder (VMA) is used as a hardwired shift-and-add multiplier.
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1 (in double-float MATLAB accuracy) for
Table 1 shows the CORDIC gain compensation factor K M
different word lengths n and an optimal total iteration count of Mopt  n  2 , the number of required non-zero

digits in CSD-coding, the depth L of the resulting CSA tree, and the CSD-recoded CGC factor. As can be seen,
due to limited double-float MATLAB accuracy from n  28 on, the CGC factor does not change anymore. But that does
not have any impact on accuracy for coding in word lengths of up to n  32.
A
B
C

A2

A1
B1

A3

A4

B2
C1

C2




VMA

Figure 18: CORDIC gain compensation schematic

Although the gain compensation multiplier significantly contributes to the total CORDIC area and energy, the
number of CSD non-zero digits is chosen so, that no additional quantization error is introduced (as e.g. was
done in [19], [20]).
3. Floating-Point CORDIC Macro
The CORDIC macro described in the previous sections can be extended for floating-point (i.e. block
exponent) data format processing as shown in Figure 19. For the floating-point data format (two’s complement)
signed mantissa and exponent words are used. In a pre-processing stage the xin  and yin  input values have to
be aligned for having the same exponent. Therefore the mantissa value of the smaller operand is shifted to the
right by the difference of the exponents and the larger exponent is transferred to the post-processing part. At the
output of the CORDIC gain compensation the x  and y  output values are normalized by counting the leading
zeroes (actually the leading sign bits), shifting the mantissa values accordingly and updating the exponents. The
increase in latency due to normalization pre- and post-processing is denoted in the following by the latency
parameters LFin and LFout .
4. Multiplexed CORDIC Macro
Figure 20 shows the simplified block diagram of the complete CORDIC macro for three cases of unrolling: a
fully iterative  m  1 , a partially unrolled 1  m  M  , and a fully unrolled CORDIC  m  M  . The
performance features depend on the total iteration count M , the degree of unrolling m , the degree of
pipelining p , and the number of pipeline stages in the gain compensation multiplier LK as well as in the
floating-point pre- and post-processing LFin and LFout .
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Table 1: Canonical-signed-digit coded CORDIC gain compensation factors for wordlengths up to 32
n

M

K 1

NZD

L

04

02

0.632455532033675880

02

000

0 1 0 1

05

03

0.613571991077896280

02

000

0 1 0 1 0

06

04

0.608833912517752430

03

001

0 1 0 1 0 -1

07

05

0.607648256256168140

03

001

0 1 0 1 0 0 -1

08

06

0.607351770141295930

03

001

0 1 0 1 0 0 -1 0

09

07

0.607277644093526030

04

002

0 1 0 1 0 0 -1 0 -1

10

08

0.607259112298892840

04

002

0 1 0 1 0 0 -1 0 0 -1

11

09

0.607254479332562380

04

002

0 1 0 1 0 0 -1 0 0 -1 0

12

10

0.607253321089875180

04

002

0 1 0 1 0 0 -1 0 0 -1 0 0

13

11

0.607253031529134350

05

003

0 1 0 1 0 0 -1 0 0 -1 0 0 -1

14

12

0.607252959138944840

05

003

0 1 0 1 0 0 -1 0 0 -1 0 0 0 -1

15

13

0.607252941041397270

06

003

0 1 0 1 0 0 -1 0 0 -1 0 0 -1 0 1

16

14

0.607252936517010290

06

003

0 1 0 1 0 0 -1 0 0 -1 0 0 -1 0 1 0

17

15

0.607252935385913520

07

004

0 1 0 1 0 0 -1 0 0 -1 0 0 -1 0 1 0 1

18

16

|0.607252935103139380

07

004

0 1 0 1 0 0 -1 0 0 -1 0 0 -1 0 1 0 1 0

19

17

0.607252935032445710

07

004

0 1 0 1 0 0 -1 0 0 -1 0 0 -1 0 1 0 1 0 0

20

18

0.607252935014772400

08

004

0 1 0 1 0 0 -1 0 0 -1 0 0 -1 0 1 0 1 0 0 -1

21

19

0.607252935010354040

08

004

0 1 0 1 0 0 -1 0 0 -1 0 0 -1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 -1

22

20

0.607252935009249480

08

004

0 1 0 1 0 0 -1 0 0 -1 0 0 -1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 -1 0

23

21

0.607252935008973260

09

004

0 1 0 1 0 0 -1 0 0 -1 0 0 -1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 -1 0 -1

24

22

0.607252935008904320

09

004

0 1 0 1 0 0 -1 0 0 -1 0 0 -1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 -1 0 0 -1

25

23

0.60725293500888700

09

004

0 1 0 1 0 0 -1 0 0 -1 0 0 -1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 -1 0 0 -1 0

26

24

0.607252935008882670

10

005

0 1 0 1 0 0 -1 0 0 -1 0 0 -1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 -1 0 0 -1 0 -1

27

25

0.607252935008881560

10

005

0 1 0 1 0 0 -1 0 0 -1 0 0 -1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 -1 0 0 -1 0 0 -1

28

26

0.607252935008881330

11

005

0 1 0 1 0 0 -1 0 0 -1 0 0 -1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 -1 0 0 -1 0 -1 0 1

29

27

0.607252935008881330

11

005

0 1 0 1 0 0 -1 0 0 -1 0 0 -1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 -1 0 0 -1 0 0 -1 0 -1

30

28

0.607252935008881330

12

005

0 1 0 1 0 0 -1 0 0 -1 0 0 -1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 -1 0 0 -1 0 -1 0 1 0 1

31

29

0.607252935008881330

12

005

0 1 0 1 0 0 -1 0 0 -1 0 0 -1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 -1 0 0 -1 0 -1 0 1 0 1 0

32

30

0.607252935008881330

12

005

0 1 0 1 0 0 -1 0 0 -1 0 0 -1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 -1 0 0 -1 0 -1 0 1 0 1 0 0
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Figure 19: Extensions to an integer CORDIC for floating-point data format processing
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(21)

with fact being the CORDIC clock frequency. Total CORDIC latency LC in CORDIC clock periods

Tact  1/ fact

m 1
 M  L0 ;

m  M   M 
1 
 1  L0 ;
 
LC   p  m   p


m
mM
  L0 ;
p

1 m  M
(22)

is where L0  L0  1  LK  LFin  LFout  being the additional latency due to pre- and post-processing. The
number of available (sequential) processing slots which are used in the design space exploration is
1 ; m  1

 m
; 1 m  M

av _ slots   p

 m
 p  L0 ; m  M


.

(23)

Note that for the cases m  1 and 1  m  M the overhead cycles L0 are not used as available slots since this
would incur additional control overhead.
The feedbacks in the PEs require the number of available (sequential) slots to be equal or larger than the
number of required (sequential) slots. Excessive slots remaining idle degrade efficiency. Several measures have
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been discussed above on how to adapt the number of required slots. Here, on the PE micro-architecture level
multiplexing-in-space can be applied by using a “ping-pong” architecture to increase the number of available
slots.
Figure 21 shows the block diagram of such an arrangement for doubling the number of available slots by
applying a ping-pong factor of o  2 .
In order to match the number of available (sequential) slots to the number of required slots the ping-pong
factor can be chosen as
1
; av _ slots  req _ slots


o    req _ slots 
  av _ slots  ; av _ slots  req _ slots



(24)

At the output of the ping-pong structure d additional (“shimming”) delay stages with

0
; av _ slots  req _ slots

d 
req _ slots mod av _ slots ; av _ slots  req _ slots .

(25)

are used for easy synchronization. It is worth to note, that as depicted in Figure 21, the PE is running at an o 
times higher clock frequency than the CORDIC macros. Actually a fine-tuning of d is required depending on
the pipelining of the long interconnects between PEs and the PE-internal multiplexers. Obviously extra delays
in the PEs (resulting from the mapping of the edges at the very left-hand side of the DG) have also to be o 
multiplexed as well for proper synchronization. Again, availability of the correct rotation angles  ji in the
multiplexed CORDICs has to be ensured by proper distribution and synchronization of the rotation-direction
bits d i . An alternative to avoid any shimming delays would be to run
(26)
o   req _ slots / av _ slots 
CORDICs in parallel and to fill the empty slots up by zeroes (as in the case of av _ slots  req _ slots ), but that
would come at the cost of an additional CORDIC block.
1: o

o  fCORDIC

fCORDIC

C #1

C #o

o :1

o  fCORDIC

d

d

Figure 21: Multiplexed CORDIC stage ( o  2 “ping-pong” architecture) to increase the available slot count
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The Coordinate Rotation Digital Computer (CORDIC) algorithm is a well-known versatile approach and is
widely applied in today’s SoCs for especially but not restricted to digital communications. Dedicated CORDIC
blocks can be implemented in deep sub-micron CMOS technologies at very low area and energy costs and are
attractive to be used as hardware accelerators for Application Specific Instruction Processors (ASIPs). A very
attractive application of this is to use dedicated CORDIC macros as accelerators for certain arithmetic functions
to Application Specific Instruction Processors (ASIPs). If the CORDIC macro is properly optimized for very
low area and energy costs, the overhead becomes very small and by that a remedy to the well-known “flexibility
vs. energy” conflict can be achieved. This work presents a generic PE micro-architecture template based on a
CORDIC core and its detailed description down to circuit level for Integer CORDIC macro, floating CORDIC
macro and Multiplexed CORDIC macro. This allows for matching a very wide range of specifications for highthroughput applications.
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Design and Analysis of Operational Amplifier with FGMOS Transistor
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Abstract – This paper presents the design of a novel Floating Gate MOS (FGMOS) transistor based operational amplifier
(op–amp), having variable threshold voltage and transconductance. It is found that the design of op–amp using FGMOS
transistor leads to significant improvements in its performance, compared to the conventional two–stage op–amp. One
more advantage is the reduction in compensation capacitance, which compensates for increase in area due to FGMOS
transistor. Encouragingly, the proposed amplifier exhibits 12.2 MHz unity–gain bandwidth, 170.5 dB CMRR, 63.2 V/µs
slew rate, 4.94 µW power dissipation, and operates at a ± 0.5 V supply voltage, thereby making it suitable for ultra–low
power applications, such as hearing aid and pacemakers.

6.

Introduction

Increasing demand of portable and biomedical devices has made low–power a crucial requirement in integrated
circuits and systems [1, 2]. For Complementary Metal–Oxide Semiconductor (CMOS) based digital circuit design,
dynamic power dissipation is directly proportional to the square of supply voltage (VDD) [3]. Hence, reducing VDD is
considered as the most effective method to reduce power dissipation. However, for analog circuits, there are several
problems associated with lowering of VDD such as increased threshold voltage variations, reduced slew rate, degraded
signal swings and decreased device drivability [4]. Moreover, reduction in VDD may result in undesired behavior of
devices and transistor operation in desired operating region becomes impossible [5]. The only way to achieve this is to
come up with new innovative circuit topologies. In this paper, a novel FGMOS transistor based op–amp has been
investigated as a promising candidate for emerging low–voltage and low–power analog applications.
Previously, low–voltage and low–noise programmable gain preamplifier (PGA) has been designed [6]. The proposed
PGA is based on a fully–differential source–degeneration structure with transconductance boosting circuitry. The design
is implemented in 0.18 µm CMOS process, occupies an active area of 0.128 × 0.08 mm2 and dissipates 25 µW. The total
harmonic distortion is well below 50 dB over the audio frequencies. A programmable low–power analog hearing aid
amplifier that exploits current sharing in the input stage to obtain low–noise with low–power consumption is described
[7]. An operational transconductance amplifier (OTA) with FGMOS transistor having tunable transconductance and
threshold level has been provided in [8]. A new folded differential pair using FGMOS transistors is described in [9]. This
folded FGMOS differential pair topology is suitable for low–voltage applications. It simultaneously provides a rail-to-rail
common–mode input voltage range and high rejection of the common–mode input voltage by keeping the sum of two
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output currents fixed. Moreover, when biased in weak or moderate inversion, the allowable output voltage swing is also
almost from rail-to-rail. The operation of circuit and trade–offs involved in its design have also been described. A low–
voltage reconfigurable FGMOS based OTA that allows manipulation of OTA’s input capacitance for wider tuning without
additional power consumption has been presented in [10]. The power dissipation of amplifier is 29.4 µW and it operates at
1.8 V. Significant research work has also been reported in literature for improving the gain of op–amp at the cost of
increased power dissipation. However, very less work is carried out regarding the design of FGMOS op–amp for ultra–
low power applications. Consequently, this happens to be the central theme of our research paper. Our proposed research
reports the design of FGMOS based op–amp and its analysis. The signal parameters describing circuit operation are also
discussed. The rest of paper is organized as follows: The basic structure of FGMOS transistor is described in Section 2.
The DC behaviour and tuning of threshold voltage is presented in Section 3. Design of op–amp with FGMOS transistor is
presented in Section 4. Results and their implications are discussed in Section 5. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section
6.

7.

Basic Structure of FGMOS Transistor

The structure of FGMOS transistor is quite similar to the conventional MOS transistor. The only difference is that
MOS transistor has only one control gate while FGMOS transistor has two gates, the second gate is called as floating gate.
The floating gate is fabricated by electrically isolating it within the oxide layer. It is termed as floating because it is
electrically isolated from the control gate and channel, but is capacitively connected to both the channel and control gate.
The basic structure of an n-channel N-input FGMOS transistor is shown in Figure 1 where V1, V2, V3 ….VN are the control
input voltages.

Figure 1: Schematic of FGMOS transistor.
The electrical behavior of FGMOS transistor is depicted by its equivalent circuit [11] as shown in Figure 2. The
various capacitances associated with FGMOS transistor are the primary capacitance CFGD, CFGB, CFGS and secondary
capacitances C1, C2, C3 …CN. From the equivalent circuit, it can be inferred that FGMOS transistor is basically a MOS
transistor plus two layers of capacitance, primary and secondary. Primary capacitance is not fixed and it varies according
to the region of operation of transistor.
Drain

V1
C1

CFGD

V2

Q1

Bulk

C2

V3

VFG
C3
CFGB

VN
CN

CFGS

Source

Figure 2: Equivalent circuit of FGMOS transistor.
The voltage on floating gate (VFG) node can be calculated as

VFG  QFG  C FGDVD  C FGSVS  C FGBVB 

iN

C V

i i

Ctotal .

(1)

i 1

In (1), QFG represents the residual charge trapped at the floating gate transistor during fabrication process. CFGD, CFGS, and
CFGB denote parasitic capacitances formed between the floating gate and drain, floating gate and source, floating gate and
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bulk of FGMOS transistor, respectively while VD, VS, and VB are the voltages at the drain, source and bulk terminals
iN

respectively,

C

is the sum of N-input capacitance(s) formed between floating gate and control gate(s). Thus, the total

i

i 1

capacitance (Ctotal) in FGMOS transistor can be expressed as
Ctotal  C FGD  C FGS  C FGB 

iN

C .

(2)

i

i 1

The SPICE simulation model of multiple N-input FGMOS transistor [12] is shown in Figure 3. The parallel RC
circuit branches model the floating gate and N control gates of FGMOS transistor.
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RG1
Bulk
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CFGS
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CN

Vn

RGN

Figure 3: SPICE simulation model of FGMOS transistor.
3. DC behaviour of FGMOS Transistor
The drain current of FGMOS transistor is similar to that of a MOS transistor and in ohmic region is given as [13, 14]

1 2 

O
I DS
 K n VFG  VSS  VT VDS  VDS
.
2



(3)

W
is the transconductance parameter, where µn is the electron mobility, Cox is the gate oxide
L
W
capacitance per unit area,
is the aspect ratio of transistor, VT is the transistor threshold voltage and VSS is the negative
L
supply voltage used to bias the transistor. Substituting the value of VFG from (1) in above equation, the current equation
becomes
In (3), K n   n Cox
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+ CFGS + CFGB, the current equation gets modified to
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S
The current equation in saturation region ( I DS
) is given as
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(6)
One of the most important advantages of FGMOS transistor is the programmability or control over threshold voltage.
The gate terminals at which source signal and dc bias voltages are applied are called as the signal gate and bias gate,
respectively. The floating gate voltage can be expressed as

VFG 

C1Vb  C2Vin
.
Ctotal

(7)

In the above expression, Vin and Vb are the signal and bias voltages, respectively. Thus, by applying Vb, the threshold
voltage of FGMOS transistor can be controlled. The effective new threshold voltage (VTeq) is given by

VTeq 

VT  Vb K1
.
K2

(8)
where, K1 and K2 are constants and are determined using

K1 

C1
C2
; K2 
.
Ctotal
Ctotal

(9)

It can be seen from (8) that equivalent threshold voltage of FGMOS transistor can be decreased below the standard
threshold voltage value of MOS transistor by applying positive bias voltage. This property of FGMOS transistor can be
exploited in low–power circuit applications viz. biomedical devices, portable devices. In the above expression, it may be
noted that floating voltage due to parasitic capacitance is ignored for the sake of simplicity. The variation of threshold
voltage with bias voltage is shown in Figure 4.
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Figure 4: Variation of threshold voltage of FGMOS transistor with gate bias voltage.
4.

Design of Op–amp with FGMOS Transistor
In this section, the design of op–amp using FGMOS transistor is described. The main advantage of using FGMOS
transistor is the reduction in overall power consumption. The use of FGMOS devices can enlarge the operative range for a
lower value of VDD. A two stage op–amp designed with FGMOS transistor is shown in Figure 5.
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Figure 5: Proposed FGMOS based two–stage op–amp design.
The proposed op–amp employs transistor M3 replaced by the FGMOS transistor. C1, C2, and C3 are the input capacitances
associated with M3, responsible for the tuning of threshold voltage. The aspect ratio of various transistors is given in Table
1.
TABLE 1
ASPECT RATIO OF TRANSISTORS USED IN THE PROPOSED OP–AMP DESIGN

Transistor
M1
M2
M3
M4
M5
M6
M7
M8

Aspect ratio
23
23
7
12
33
13
13
144

The MOS transistors M1 and M2 have not been replaced by FGMOS transistors since it would result in the reduction of
transconductance by a factor of C1/ Ctotal, thereby causing voltage gain and bandwidth to decrease. The replacement of M3
with FGMOS transistor results in: (i) reduction in the operating voltage of amplifier, resulting in low–voltage and low–
power operation; (ii) reduction in the value of compensation capacitance (Ccomp) which compensates for increase in area
due to the use of FGMOS; (iii) lower output resistance. Moreover, the current mirror used to bias the differential amplifier
is designed using FGMOS transistors. Transistors M3–M4 and M6–M8 constitute current mirror. The bias current IDC is
copied to differential configuration M1 and M2. The transistors M5 and M8 act as an amplifying stage. The values of
various capacitances used in the design are: C1 = C2 = 1 fF, C3 = 0.25 fF, Ccomp = 1.2 pF, CL = 2 pF.
5.

Results and Discussion
In this section, the results and their implications are discussed. The analysis is carried out in BSIM 180-nm, Level 49
MOS process technology. The value of supply voltage taken is ±0.5 V. The input to op–amp is 10 mV with frequency
ranging from 10 kHz to 20 kHz. The gain of an amplifier is defined as its ability to enhance the amplitude of weak input
signal while phase margin is the phase minus 180°, when the loop gain is unity. The variations in gain and phase with
frequency have been shown in Figure 6. It is found that the gain is 42.5 dB, while phase–margin is 68°. The amplifier
exhibits unity gain bandwidth of 12.2 MHz, while the average power dissipation is 4.92 µW.
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Figure 6: AC characteristics of proposed design.
Slew rate is defined as the maximum rate of change of output voltage and is shown in Figure 7. When slewing
occurs, further increase in the input signal has no effect on the rate of change of the output. It is usually specified in volts
per microsecond. The slew rate calculated from Figure 7 is found to be 63.2 V/ µs.
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250
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50
0
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1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0
Time (µs)
Figure 7: Plot of output voltage with time to calculate slew rate.

A perfect op–amp not only amplifies the voltage difference between its two inputs, but completely rejects voltage
common to both inputs. However, in practice, the differential input stage of an op–amp is never perfect, leading to the
amplification of common voltage to some degree. The standard measure of this defect is called the common mode
rejection ratio (CMRR). It is defined as the ratio of differential gain (Ad) and common mode gain (AC) and is expressed on
logarithmic scale as
A 
CMRR (dB)  20log10  d   Ad (dB)  AC (dB)
 AC 
The value of CMRR of the proposed design is found to be 170.5 dB and variation with frequency is shown in Figure 8.
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Figure 8: Variation of CMRR with frequency.
The changes in supply voltage also produce fluctuations in the output voltage. For better operation, these fluctuations
must be rejected by an amplifier. The power supply rejection ratio (PSRR) is defined as the ratio of change in power
supply voltage (ΔVsupply) to the change in output voltage (ΔVout). For an ideal operation, PSRR should be infinite. It is
expressed in dB and is given as PSRR  Vsupply Vout . The variation of SPICE derived PSRR for different values of
frequency is shown in Figure 9 and is found to be 49 dB. The PSRR similar to the common mode rejection ratio gets
worse with the frequency.

Figure 9: Variation of PSRR with frequency.
The summary of key performance parameters of the proposed design is summarized in Table 2. It can be observed
that the proposed design shows significant improvements over the conventional designs, viz. about 50% reduction in
power supply voltage, low power dissipation (4.94 µW), increased unity-gain bandwidth (12.2 MHz), high slew rate (63.2
V/µs) and high CMRR (170.5 dB). However, extra price paid for this configuration is reduction in gain (42.6 dB). This,
however, is not a serious concern since an increase in unity-gain frequency significantly outweighs decrease in the voltage
gain.
TABLE 2
COMPARISON OF THE KEY PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS OF FGMOS BASED OP–AMP

Parameters
Technology node (nm)
Supply voltage (V)
Power dissipation (µW)
Voltage gain (dB)
Unity–gain frequency (MHz)
Slew Rate (V/µs)
CMRR (dB)
PSRR (dB)

6.

Two–stage Op–amp
[15]
350
± 1.5
10.8
80
1.38
1.2
-----

Conventional FGMOS
Op–amp [14]
350
± 1.1
7.9
62
0.84
2.4
-----

This work
180
± 0.5
4.94
42.6
12.2
63.2
170.5
49

Conclusions

The implantation of electronic devices in human body is a new excitement in the medical science. These devices
must be small in size, should have light weight and should be power centric. Such problems drive the circuits towards
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low–voltage and low–power design. A novel op–amp design with FGMOS transistor has been implemented in this paper.
It is found that FGMOS based amplifier design results in low–voltage and low–power operation. The proposed amplifier
shows significant improvements in its key performance parameters compared to the conventional design. Moreover,
reduction in the value of compensation capacitance compensates for the increase in area due to the use of floating gate
MOS structures. The ability of FGMOS transistor to reduce threshold voltage requirements/ variations in scaled
technologies makes it a potential candidate for low–voltage and low–power design.
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Updates
IEEE-CS-TCVLSI Annual Awards 2018
IEEE-CS-TCVLSI announced several awards from 2018. An International committee was formed to institute, form
guidelines, seek nominations, and select annual awards. The committee consisted of the following renowned experts: (1)
(Anirban Sengupta, IIT Indore, (2) Joseph Cavallaro, Rice University, (3) Mike Borowczak, University of Wyoming, and
(4) Nagi Naganathan, Avago Technologies. The committee was Chaired by Joseph Cavallaro from Rice University. The
committee recommended to recognize TCVLSI members who have exemplified strong service, research, and leadership
within
the
organization
through
five
distinct
awards
(more
information
is
available
at:
https://www.computer.org/web/tcvlsi/tcvlsi-annual-awards). Call for nomination were widely publicized through
newsletters and social media. Nominations which were included ‘CV’ and ‘1-page Statement of Contribution’ were
received by the committee. The committee deliberated and awards made for selected categories. For the year 2018 the
following winners were selected who are to be honored at ISVLSI 2018 at Hong Kong:
(1) IEEE-CS TCVLSI Mid-Career Research Achievement Award
a. Dr. Sudeep Pasricha, Colorado State University, USA
(2) IEEE-CS TCVLSI Distinguished Research Award
a. Dr. Swarup Bhunia, University of Florida, USA
(3) IEEE-CS TCVLSI Distinguished Leadership Award
a. Dr. Saraju P. Mohanty, University of North Texas, USA
Hearty Congratulations to the winners of 2018. We are hoping that the award process will continue by IEEE-CS-TCVLSI
in future years. In addition, we hope that new awards categories that caters students such as Best Ph.D. Dissertation
Awards will be initiated by TCVLSI.

Readers are encouraged to nominate right candidates for 2019 awards. The following page has the information:
https://www.computer.org/web/tcvlsi/tcvlsi-annual-awards
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Post-Conference Report
of the TCVLSI Sponsored Conferences
from Apr. 2018 to Jun. 2018
Sponsored Conferences:
1.

IEEE International Symposium on Asynchronous Circuits and Systems (ASYNC), May 13-16, 2018, Vienna,
Austria:
ASYNC 2018 host 5 paper sessions, i.e., (1) Building blocks of asynchronous circuits; (2) Formal methods for design
and verification; (3) Metastability and synchronization; (4) New application horizons and (5) Chip design, analysis,
and verification, 1 industrial session for design flow, 2 industrial & fresh idea paper sessions, i.e., (1) New
applications and (2) Open questions, and 1 poster and demo session.
It invited 3 keynote talks, i.e., (1) “Classical control for quantum processors: a Cryo-CMOS perspective” given by
Edoardo Charbon from EPFL; (2) “design of asynchronous genetic circuits” given by Chris J. Myers from University
of Utah and (3) “a roadmap for saving Async from irrelevance” given by Mike Davies from Intel Labs and 1 bridging
talk ASYNC/FAC named as “Async-analog: happy cross-talking?” given by Alex Yakovlev from Newcastle
University, UK.
The paper submission deadline of ASYNC was extended from December 3, 2017 to December 10, 2017. The general
chairs of ASYNC 2018 were Andreas Steininger from TU Vienna, Austria and Matthias Fuegger from CNRS & ENS
Paris-Saclay, France. The program chairs were Milos Krstic from IHP and University of Potsdam, Germany and Ian
W. Jones from Oracle Labs, USA.

2.

IEEE International Workshop on Logic & Synthesis (IWLS), June 23-24, 2018, San Francisco, CA, USA
IWLS 2018 host 6 sessions, i.e., (1) Synthesis packages and toolkits; (2) Quantum logic, reversible logic, and multilevel logic; (3) Arithmetic and logic; (4) Decomposition and rewriting; (5) Verification and security and (6) Random
or not random. It also organized 1 programming contest named as “All the Best!”.
It invited 3 keynote talks, i.e., (1) “The circuit complexity project at NIST” given by Rene Peralta from NIST; (2)
“Looking outside CMOS” given by Antun Domic from Synopsys and (3) “MemComputing with self-organizing
logic gates” given by Massimiliano Di Ventra from UCSD.
The general chair of IWLS 2018 was Robert Wille from Johannes Kepler University Linz, Austria. The program
committee chair was Jie-Hong Roland Jiang from National Taiwan University, Taiwan.

3.

ACM/IEEE System Level Interconnect Prediction (SLIP), June 23, 2018, San Francisco, CA, USA
SLIP 2018 host 2 sessions covering the technical topics about interconnect prediction and optimization at various IC
and system design stages, system-level design for FPGAs, NoCs, reconfigurable systems, design, analysis, and
optimization of power and clock networks, etc. It invited 1 keynote talk, i.e., “Big data analytics: practices and
applications” given by Xin Li from Duke University. SLIP also organized a panel for “Emerging trends in on-chip
power delivery and management”.
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The general chair of SLIP 2018 was Shiyan Hu from Linnaeus University, Sweden. The technical program chairs
were Huafeng Yu from Boeing, USA and Chengmo Yang from University of Delaware, USA.

Technically Co-Sponsored Conferences:
1.

International Conference on Application of Concurrency to System Design (ACSD), June 24-29, 2018,
Bratislava, Slovakia.
ACSD 2018 host 5 technique sessions, i.e., (1) State-space construction and reachability; (2) Time; (3) Process
models; (4) Fault, suspicion and concurrency! and (5) System design. The paper submission deadline was extended
from February 1, 2018 to February 15, 2018.
The general chair of ACSD 2018 was Gabriel Juhás from Slovak University of Technology, Slovakia. The program
committee chairs were Thomas Chatain from LSV, ENS Paris-Saclay, INRIA, CNRS, France and Radu Grosu from
Vienna University of Technology, Austria.
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ARITH 2018 TCVLSI Sponsored Awards
The student travel support awards are for:
(1) Name, Affiliations, Email
Vincent Tourneur
École Pour l'Informatique et les Techniques Avancées (EPITA)
vtourneur@lrde.epita.fr
(2) Name, Affiliations, Email
Mantas Mikaitis
University of Manchester
mantas.mikaitis@manchester.ac.uk

The best paper award:

Title: “Karatsuba with Rectangular Multipliers for FPGAs"
Martin Kumm1, Oscar Gustafsson2, Florent de Dinechin3, Johannes Kappauf1 and Peter Zipf1
1University of Kassel, Digital Technology Group, Germany
akumm@uni-kassel.de
bjohannes.kappauf@student.uni-kassel.de
czipf@uni-kassel.de
2Linköping University, Division of Computer Engineering, Department of Electrical Engineering, Sweden
oscar.gustafsson@liu.se
3Univ Lyon, INSA Lyon, Inria, CITI, France
florent.de-dinechin@insa-lyon.fr
ASYNC 2018 TCVLSI Sponsored Awards
The student grants are for:
1) Alberto Moreno, Department of Computer Science, Universitat Polite`cnica de Catalunya, 08034 Barcelona, Spain,
albertomv@cs.upc.edu
2) Jilin Zhang, Lanzhou University, China, jlzhang2015@lzu.edu.cn
3) Coung Kim Chau, Department of Computer Science, The University of Texas at Austin, Austin, TX, USA,
ckcuong@cs.utexas.edu
4) Mertcan Temel, Department of Computer Science, The University of Texas at Austin, Austin, TX, USA,
temelmertcan@gmail.com
The best paper award was won by:
title = Static Timing Analysis of Asynchronous Bundled-data Circuits
authors and affiliation =
Grégoire Gimenez∗†, Abdelkarim Cherkaoui∗, Guillaume Cogniard†, Laurent Fesquet∗ ∗Univ. Grenoble Alpes, CNRS,
Grenoble INP**, TIMA, F-38000 Grenoble, France †Dolphin Integration, F-38240 Meylan, France
contact and email = Grégoire Gimenez: gregoire.gimenez@dolphin.fr
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IWLS 2018 TCVLSI Sponsored Awards
Student travel grants:



Walter Lau Neto (Exact Multi-Level Logic Benchmark Generation)
walter.neto@inf.ufrgs.br, UFRGS, Brazil
Vinicius Neves Possani (Parallel AIG Rewriting)
vnpossani@inf.ufrgs.br, UFRGS, Brazil

Best paper award:
SWAN: Hardware Trojan Security With Ambiguous Netlists
Timothy Linscott, Valeria Bertacco, Todd Austin and Opeoluwa Matthews (University of Michigan, USA)
timlinsc@umich.edu

SLIP 2018 TCVLSI Sponsored Awards
Student travel grants:



Di Gao (A Design Framework for Processing-In-Memory Accelerator), digao@zju.edu.cn, Zhejiang
University
Jaya Dofe (Exploiting PDN Noise to Thwart Correlation Power Analysis Attacks in 3D ICs),
jhs49@wildcats.unh.edu, University of New Hampshire

Xinheng Liu, Dae Hee Kim, Chang Wu and Deming Chen
Resource and Data Optimization for Hardware Implementation of Deep Neural Networks Targeting FPGAbased Edge Devices
 Xinheng Liu, xliu79@illinois.edu, University of Illinois, Urbana and Champaign
 Dae Hee Kim, kim678@illinois.edu, University of Illinois, Urbana and Champaign
 Chang Wu, wuchang@fudan.edu.cn, Fudan University
 Deming Chen, dchen@illinois.edu, University of Illinois, Urbana and Champaign
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Upcoming Conferences/Workshops











International Forum on MPSoC for Software-Defined Hardware (MPSoC), Snowbird, UT, USA, July 29 August 3, 2018; web: http://www.mpsoc-forum.org/
European Solid-State Device Research Conference (ESSDERC), Dresden, Germany, September 3-6, 2018; web:
https://www.esscirc-essderc2018.org
IEEE Radio Frequency Integrated Circuits Symposium (RFIC), Philadelphia, PA, USA, June 10-12, 2018; web:
https://rfic-ieee.org
Embedded Systems Week (ESWEEK), Torino, Italy, September 30 - October 5, 2018; web:
https://www.esweek.org/
IEEE International Conference on Computer Design (ICCD), Orlando, FL, USA, October 7-10, 2018; web:
https://www.iccd-conf.com/Home.html
IFIP/IEEE International Conference on Very Large Scale Integration (VLSI-SoC), Verona, Italy, October 8-10,
2018; web: http://vlsi-soc.di.univr.it
The 51st Annual IEEE/ACM International Symposium on Microarchitecture (MICRO), Fukuoka City, Japan,
October 20-24, 2018; web: https://www.microarch.org/micro51/
IEEE Asia Pacific Conference on Circuits and Systems (APCCAS), Chengdu, China, October 26-30, 2018; web:
http://apccas.com/
IEEE Asian Solid-State Circuits Conference (A-SSCC), Tainan, Taiwan, November 5-7, 2018; web:
http://www.a-sscc2018.org/
International Conference On Computer Aided Design (ICCAD), San Diego, CA, USA, November 5-9, 2018;
web: https://iccad.com/
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Funding Opportunities

Title

Program Guidelines

Due Dates

ADVANCE: Increasing the
Participation and Advancement
of Women in Academic
Science and Engineering
Careers N NSF-wide

16-594

Letter of Intent: December 12, 2018
Full Proposal: January 9, 2019
Preliminary Proposal: April 10, 2019

CISE Research Infrastructure
(CRI)

17-581

Preliminary Proposal: November 7,
2018 Full Proposal: January 10,
2019

Collaborative Research in
Computational Neuroscience
(CRCNS)

18-501

Full Proposal: November 27, 2018

Computational and DataEnabled Science and
Engineering (CDS&E)

Full Proposal: August 31, 2018 Full
Proposal: September 17, 2018 Full
Proposal: October 1, 2018 Full
Proposal: November 15, 2018 Full
Proposal: October 31, 2018 Full
Proposal: October 15, 2018 Full
Proposal: November 1, 2018 Full
Proposal: December 6, 2018

Computational and DataEnabled Science and
Engineering in Mathematical
and Statistical Sciences
(CDS&E-MSS)

Full Proposal: September 17, 2018

Computer and Information
Science and Engineering
(CISE) Research Initiation
Initiative (CRII)

18-554

Full Proposal: August 8, 2018

Computer Science for All
(CSforAll:RPP)

18-537

Full Proposal: February 12, 2019

Cultivating Cultures for Ethical
STEM (CCE STEM)

18-532

Full Proposal: February 22, 2019
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Funding Opportunities

Title

Program Guidelines

Cyberinfrastructure for
Emerging Science and
Engineering Research
(CESER)

Due Dates
Full Proposal:Accepted Anytime

Cyberlearning for Work at the
Human-Technology Frontier

17-598

Full Proposal: January 14, 2019

Documenting Endangered
Languages (DEL)

16-576

Full Proposal: September 17, 2018

EPSCoR Research
Infrastructure Improvement
Program Track-1: (RII Track1) N NSF-wide

18-558

Letter of Intent: July 3, 2018 Full
Proposal: July 31, 2018

Expeditions in Computing

16-535

Full Proposal: January 16, 2019

Expeditions in Computing

18-528

Full Proposal: April 24, 2019 Full
Proposal: January 16, 2019

Experimental Program to
Stimulate Competitive
Research: Workshop
Opportunities (EPS-WO)
(EPS-WO) N NSF-wide

12-588

Full Proposal:Accepted Anytime

Facilitating Research at
Primarily Undergraduate
Institutions: N NSF-wide

14-579

Full Proposal:Accepted Anytime

Faculty Early Career
Development Program
(CAREER) N NSF-wide

17-537

Full Proposal: July 18, 2018 Full
Proposal: July 19, 2018 Full
Proposal: July 20, 2018

Graduate Research Fellowship
Program (GRFP) N NSF-wide

16-588

Full Proposal: October 22, 2018 Full
Proposal: October 23, 2018 Full
Proposal: October 25, 2018 Full
Proposal: October 26, 2018
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Funding Opportunities

Title

Program Guidelines

Due Dates

Historically Black Colleges
and Universities
Undergraduate Program
(HBCU-UP)

18-522

Letter of Intent: July 24, 2018 Letter
of Intent: September 4, 2018 Full
Proposal: October 2, 2018 Full
Proposal: November 27, 2018
Preliminary Proposal: March 19,
2019

Inclusion across the Nation of
Communities of Learners of
Underrepresented Discoverers
in Engineering and Science
(NSF INCLUDES) (NSF
INCLUDES) N NSF-wide

18-529

Full Proposal: April 2, 2019

Industry-University
Cooperative Research Centers
Program (IUCRC) N NSFwide

17-516

Full Proposal: June 20, 2018
Preliminary Proposal: October 17,
2018 Full Proposal: December 19,
2018 Preliminary Proposal: April 17,
2019

Innovation Corps (I-Corps
TM) - National Innovation
Network Nodes Program (ICorps™ Nodes)

17-533

Letter of Intent: February 14, 2019
Full Proposal: March 12, 2019

Innovation Corps - National
Innovation Network Teams
Program (I-CorpsTM Teams)
N NSF-wide

18-515

Full Proposal:Accepted Anytime

Innovations in Graduate
Education (IGE) Program N
NSF-wide

17-585

Full Proposal: September 27, 2018

Integrative Strategies for
Understanding Neural and
Cognitive Systems (NCS) C
Crosscutting

18-533

Letter of Intent: December 7, 2018
Letter of Intent: January 8, 2019
Supplement: February 26, 2019 Full
Proposal: February 26, 2019

International Research

18-505

Full Proposal: September 11, 2018
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Funding Opportunities

Title

Program Guidelines

Experiences for Students
(IRES) N NSF-wide

Due Dates
Full Proposal: September 18, 2018
Full Proposal: September 25, 2018

Major Research
Instrumentation Program:
(MRI) N NSF-wide

18-513

Full Proposal: January 22, 2019

National Robotics Initiative
2.0: Ubiquitous Collaborative
Robots (NRI-2.0)

18-518

Full Proposal: February 5, 2019

National Science Foundation
Research Traineeship (NRT)
Program N NSF-wide

18-507

Letter of Intent: December 6, 2018
Full Proposal: February 6, 2019

NSF/FDA SCHOLAR-INRESIDENCE AT FDA

18-556

Full Proposal:Accepted Anytime

Research Coordination
Networks C Crosscutting

17-594

Full Proposal:Accepted Anytime

Research Experiences for
Teachers (RET) in Engineering
and Computer Science

17-575

Full Proposal: September 19, 2018

Research Experiences for
Undergraduates (REU) N NSFwide

13-542

Full Proposal: August 22, 2018 Full
Proposal: May 24, 2019

Smart and Autonomous
Systems (S&AS)

18-557

Full Proposal: July 31, 2018 Full
Proposal: June 3, 2019

Smart and Connected Health
(SCH)

18-541

Full Proposal: December 11, 2018

Training-based Workforce
Development for Advanced
Cyberinfrastructure
(CyberTraining)

18-516

Full Proposal: January 25, 2019
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Announcements for Academic, Postdoctoral and PhD
Positions
AcademicKeys

http://www.academickeys.com/

HigherEdJobs

https://www.higheredjobs.com/

IEEE Job Site

http://jobs.ieee.org/

IEEE Computer Society | Jobs

https://www.computer.org/web/jobs

Computing Job Announcements – CRA

https://cra.org/ads/

PolytechnicPositions

www.polytechnicpositions.com/
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Call for Papers
th

37 IEEE INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE
ON CONSUMER ELECTRONICS (ICCE 2019)
January 11-13, 2019, Las Vegas, USA.
http://www.icce.org/
ICCE 2019 Organizing Committee
General Chair:
Anirban Sengupta, Indian Institute of Technology (IIT) Indore
General Vice-Chair:
Saraju P. Mohanty, University of North Texas, USA
Program Chairs:
Fabrizio Lamberti, Politecnico di Torino (Polytechnic University of
Turin), Italy
Jong-Hyouk Lee, Sangmyung University, Korea
Dhireesha Kudithipudi, Rochester Institute of Technology, USA
Publication Chair:
Karthikeyan Lingasubramanian, University of Alabama, USA
Finance Chair:
Brian Markwalter, Consumer Electronics Association
Special Session Chairs:
Himanshu Thapliyal, University of Kentucky, USA
Web Chair:
Daniel Díaz Sánchez, Carlos III University of Madrid, Spain
Student Research Forum Chairs:
Fabrizio Lamberti, Politecnico di Torino, Italy
Hui Zhao, University of North Texas, USA
Publicity Chairs:
Stephan Mozar, Dynexsys Pty Ltd., Australia
Theocharis Theocharides, University of Cyprus
Lee Stognar, Vincula Group
Konstantin Glasman, Saint Petersburg State University of Film and
Television, Russia
Xavier Fernando, Ryerson University, Canada
Local Arrangement Chair:
Stuart Lipoff, IP Action Partners Inc, USA
Registration Chair:
Si Jung Kim, University of Nevada Las Vegas, USA
Poster Session Chairs:
Joonki Paik, Chung-Ang University, Korea
Partnership Chair:
Thomas Coughlin, Coughlin Associates, USA
Sponsorship Chairs:
Haruhiko Okumura, Toshiba Corporation, Japan
Industry Liaison Chairs:
Amey Kulkarni, Velodyne LiDAR, Inc, USA
Stephen Dukes, Imaginary Universes LLC, USA
Conference Coordinator
Charlotte Kobert, CESoc staff, USA
Contact email: icce2019@ieee-cesoc.org

Important Dates of ICCE 2019 are the following:

Submission Deadline: June 31, 2018|
Acceptance Notification: September 05,
2018 |Submission of Final Version:
September 25, 2018
VLSI Circuits and Systems Letter

The IEEE Consumer Electronics (CE) Society is soliciting technical papers for oral and
poster presentations at their 37th annual flagship conference, IEEE International
Conference on Consumer Electronics (ICCE) in Las Vegas. ICCE is the established forum
for innovative research in all areas of consumer electronics and is co-located with the
CTA’s International Consumer Electronics Show (CES). CES is world’s largest consumer
electronics trade-conference. The theme of ICCE 2019 is “Smart Electronics:
Paradigms for Secure and Green Solutions”. Topics consistent with this theme include
all aspects of foundation technologies and robust architectures that support privacy,
reliability, anti-counterfeiting, authentication, content protection for consumer electronics
devices, their networks, and the services connected to these devices.
Paper contributions are sought in but are not limited to following areas:
(1) Security and Privacy of CE Hardware and Software Systems (SPC)
(2) Energy Management of CE Hardware and Software Systems (EMC)
(3) Application-Specific CE for Smart Cities (SMC)
(4) RF, Wireless, and Network Technologies (WNT)
(5) Internet of Things and Internet of Everywhere (IoT)
(6) Entertainment, Gaming, and Virtual and Augmented Reality (EGV)
(7) AV Systems, Image and Video, and Cameras and Acquisition (AVS)
(8) Automotive CE Applications (CEA)
(9) CE Sensors and MEMS (CSM)
(10) Consumer Healthcare Systems (CHS)
(11) Enabling and HCI Technologies (HCI)
(12) Smartphone and Mobile Device Technologies (MDT)
In addition to regular oral and poster sessions based on the above tracks, ICCE 2019 will
have many special sessions on current hot topics related to CE. ICCE 2019 will also
feature industry tracks and a student research forum as an integral part. The organizing
committee invites proposals for special sessions, industry tracks, and expert panels.
These proposals as well as the student research forum papers can be submitted at the
following EDAS link.
Authors are invited to submit original, unpublished manuscripts of 2- to 6-page length
at https://edas.info/showConferenceDetails.php?c=23404. Previously published papers or
papers under review for other conferences/journals should not be submitted for
consideration. Authors may prepare original work of maximum 6 pages with an 200-word
abstract using double-column IEEE conference-format template:
http://www.ieee.org/conferences_events/conferences/publishing/templates.html.
All accepted papers (including regular papers, special session papers, and SRF papers)
will be published in the ICCE 2019 Digest or Proceedings and submitted to IEEE Xplore.
Instructions for authors and document templates are available on the conference website.
A selected set of papers from ICCE 2019 program will be invited for submission to
special issues of peer-reviewed journals (e.g. IEEE CE Magazine) based on reviewer’s
feedback and quality of conference presentation.
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ICCE 2019 Executive Committee
ICCE 2019 Conference Chair
Anirban Sengupta
Indian Institute of Technology Indore, India

ICCE 2019 Technical Program Chair
Dhireesha Kudithipudi
Rochester Institute of Technology, USA
Past Chair
Saraju P. Mohanty
University of North Texas, USA

Web Chair
Daniel Díaz Sánchez (Spain)
Industrial Liaison
Thomas Coughlin (USA)
Dennis Shapiro (USA)
President, Consumer Electronics Soc.
Sharon Peng
VP of CE Conferences
Stephen Dukes (USA)
Treasurer/CEA Liaison
Brian Markwalter (USA)
Treasurer/Local Arrangement Chair/Special Session Chair
Stuart Lipoff (USA)
Marketing and Social Media Chair
Lee Stogner (USA)
Young Professionals Chair
Shingo Yamaguchi
International Advisors
Francisco Bellido (Spain)
Peter Corcoran (Ireland)
Uwe E. Kraus (Germany)
Tom G B Wilson (Canada)
Reinhard Moeller (Germany)
Aldo W. Morales (USA)
Stefan Mozar (Australia)
Simon Sherratt (United Kingdom)
Conference Coordinator
Charlotte Kobert, Pittsburgh, PA, icce@ieee.org
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Contact: TCVLSI CHAIR | saraJU.mohanty@unt.edu

2018

Technical Committee on VLSI (TCVLSI), IEEE-CS
http://www.ieee-tcvlsi.org

A. Join TCVLSI

It’s free to join @
bit.ly/join-tcvlsi

What is TC-VLSI?
A technical committee of IEEE-CS serves as the focal point of the
various technical activities within a technical discipline.
IEEE TC-VLSI is a constituency of the IEEE-CS that oversees various technical

C. Key People

B. TCVLSI Sister Conferences

D. (Executive Committee)
Chair
Saraju P. Mohanty, University of North Texas, USA
Vice Chair for Conferences –
Jia Di, University of Arkansas, USA
EiCs of IEEE VCAL (Official Journal of TC-VLSI)–
Saraju P. Mohanty, University of North Texas, USA
Anirban Sengupta, Indian Institute of Technology Indore
Treasurer –
Hai (Helen) Li, Duke University, USA
Vice Chair for Membership –
Dhruva Ghai, Oriental University Indore, India
Vice Chair for Liaison –
Nagi Naganathan, Avago Technologies, USA
Vice Chair Outreach and Webmaster –
Mike Borowczak, University of Wyoming, USA

Sponsored
ARITH: www.arithsymposium.org
ASAP: http://www.asapconference.org/
ASYNC: http://asyncsymposium.org/
iSES: http://www.ieee-inis.org (formerly iNIS)
ISVLSI: http://www.isvlsi.org
IWLS: http://www.iwls.org
MSE: http://www.mseconference.org
SLIP: http://www.sliponline.org
ECMSM: http://ecmsm2017.mondragon.edu/en

Technically Co-Sponsored
ACSD: http://pn2017.unizar.es/
VLSID: http://vlsidesignconference.org

Past Chair –
Joseph Cavallaro, Rice University, USA

activities related to VLSI.

3) NewsLetter

It’s free, 2-3 Issues/Year

1) Starting a Conference?

bit.ly/vcal-news
1

VLSI Circuits and Systems Letter

Get in touch &
Let us know!
2

Technical Scope Various

aspects of
VLSI design including
design of system-level,
logic-level, and circuitlevel, and semiconductor
processes

TCVLSI Offers

‣
‣
‣
‣
‣

Student travel grants
Best paper awards
Timely CFP info
Free membership
Venue to contribute to
VLSI
‣ Circuits & Systems
Letter
‣ News & View to VLSI
Community

2) Looking for Cosponsorship?

We want to hear from you!
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IEEE VLSI Circuits & Systems Letter
IEEE Computer Society Technical Committee on VLSI
(A Quarterly Publication of IEEE-CS TC on VLSI, TCVLSI)
Editor-in-Chiefs (EiCs):

Aim and Scope
The IEEE VLSI Circuits and Systems Letter (VCAL)
is a quarterly publication which aims to provide
timely updates on technologies, educations and
opportunities related to VLSI circuits and systems.
The letter is published four times a year and it
contains the following sections:
Features: selective research papers within the
technical scope of TCVLSI. Goal is to report novel
interesting topics related to TCVLSI, as well as short
review/survey papers on emerging topics in the
areas of VLSI circuits and systems.
Opinions: Discussions and book reviews on recent
VLSI/nanoelectronic/emerging circuits and systems
for nano computing, and “Expert Talks” to include
the interviews of eminent experts for their concerns
and predictions on cutting-edge technologies.
Updates: Upcoming conferences/workshops of
interest to TCVLSI members, call for papers of
conferences and journals for TCVLSI members,
funding opportunities and job openings in academia
or industry relevant to TCVLSI members, and
TCVLSI member news.
Outreach and Community: The “Outreach K20”
section highlights integrating VLSI computing
concepts with activities for K-4, 4-8, 9-12 and/or
undergraduate students.
Have questions on submissions; contact EiC:
Dr. Anirban Sengupta (asengupt@iiti.ac.in)

Join TCVLSI for FREE to be a part
of a global community, visit:
http://www.ieee-tcvlsi.org

Saraju P. Mohanty, University of North Texas, USA,
saraju.mohanty@unt.edu
Anirban Sengupta, Indian Institute of Technology
Indore, India, asengupt@iiti.ac.in


Deputy Editor-in-Chief (EiC):
Yiyu Shi, University of Notre Dame, USA


Associate Editors:
Features: Hideharu Amano, Keio University, Japan
Features: Shiyan Hu, Michigan Technological
University, USA
Features: Saket Srivastava, University of Lincoln,
United Kingdom
Features: Qi Zhu, University of California, Riverside,
USA
Opinions: Michael Hübner, Ruhr-University of
Bochum, Germany
Opinions: Yasuhiro Takahashi, Gifu University,
Japan
Opinions: Sergio Saponara, University of Pisa, Italy
Updates: Hai (Helen) Li, Duke University, USA,
Updates: Jun Tao, Fudan University, China,
Updates: Himanshu Thapliyal, University of
Kentucky, USA
Outreach and Community: James Stine, Oklahoma
State University, USA
Outreach and Community: Mike Borowczak,
University of Wyoming, USA

More information at:
https://www.computer.org/web/tcvlsi/cir
cuits-and-systems-letter
Submission details:
Please visit the website and use
standard VCAL template to prepare the
manuscript

Outreach and Community
VLSI Circuits and Systems Letter
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Call for Contributions for VCAL
The VLSI Circuits and Systems Letter aims to provide timely updates on technologies, educations and opportunities
related to VLSI circuits and systems for TCVLSI members. The letter will be published quarterly a year (containing peerreviewed papers) and it contains the following sections:
 Features: selective short papers within the technical scope of TCVLSI. This section introduces interesting topics
related to TCVLSI, and short review/survey papers on emerging topics in the areas of VLSI circuits and systems.
 Opinions: Discussions and book reviews on recent VLSI/nanoelectronic/emerging circuits and systems for nano
computing, and “Expert Talks” to include the interviews of eminent experts for their concerns and predictions on
cutting-edge technologies.
 Updates: Upcoming conferences/workshops of interest to TCVLSI members, call for papers of conferences and
journals for TCVLSI members, funding opportunities and job openings in academia or industry relevant to TCVLSI
members, and TCVLSI member news.
 Outreach and Community: The “Outreach K20” section highlights integrating VLSI computing concepts with
activities for K-4, 4-8, 9-12 and/or undergraduate students. It also features student fellowship information as well a
“Puzzle” section for our readership.
We are soliciting contributions to all these four sections. Please directly contact the editors and/or associate editors by
email to submit your contributions.

Submission Deadline:
All contributions must be submitted by Oct 1, 2018 in order to be included in the November issue of the letter.

Editor-in-Chief:



Saraju P. Mohanty, University of North Texas, USA, saraju.mohanty@unt.edu
Anirban Sengupta, Indian Institute of Technology Indore, asengupt@iiti.ac.in

Deputy Editor-in-Chief:


Yiyu Shi, University of Notre Dame, USA, yshi4@nd.edu

Associate Editors:













Features: Hideharu Amano, Keio University, Japan, hunga@am.ics.keio.ac.jp
Features: Shiyan Hu, Michigan Technological University, USA, shiyan@mtu.edu
Features: Saket Srivastava, University of Lincoln, United Kingdom, ssrivastava@lincoln.ac.uk
Features: Qi Zhu, University of California, Riverside, USA, qzhu@ece.ucr.edu
Features: Theocharis Theocharides, University of Cyprus, ttheocharides@ucy.ac.cy
Opinions: Michael Hübner, Ruhr-University of Bochum, Germany, Michael.Huebner@ruhr-uni-bochum.de
Opinions: Yasuhiro Takahashi, Gifu University, Japan, yasut@gifu-u.ac.jp
Opinions: Sergio Saponara, University of Pisa, sergio.saponara@iet.unipi.it
Updates: Helen Li, University of Pittsburg, USA, hal66@pitt.edu (featured member story)
Updates: Jun Tao, Fudan University, China, taojun@fudan.edu.cn (upcoming conferences, symposia, and
workshops, and funding opportunities)
Updates: Himanshu Thapliyal, University of Kentucky, USA, hthapliyal@uky.edu (call for papers and proposals,
job openings and Ph.D. fellowships)
Outreach and Community: Mike Borowczak, University of Wyoming, USA, mike.borowczak@uwyo.edu

Emeritus Editor-in-Chief:


Xin Li, Duke University, USA, xinli.ece@duke.edu
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